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Editorial

Transitions

Life is pleasant.
Death is peaceful.
It is the transition
that creates
problems.
Isaac Asimov
2
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We've touched on how a different way of working – less
impactful on traffic, public and individual
transportation, related fuel consumption and
emissions, and quality of life and air – is possible for
those who primarily do their work from a computer.
We have learned, in factories, to organize workflows in
an alternative way to the past, and, even with some
compromises, we continue to produce, safely and
efficiently.
We are gradually moving, in our writing and
communication activities, from a culture based on
material and fairly permanent traces (texts and
official communications written on paper, books to be
kept on shelves, printed photographs to be framed) to
a much more volatile form, based on digital
messages, video calls, chat conversations, storage of
photos and personal information on databases
located on the cloud. Our kids communicate by typing
text on a smartphone, but struggle to write a page in
decent handwriting. Paradoxically, we are somehow
returning to an unwritten, almost verbal, type of
transmission of culture, as we did millennia ago. And
we must deal with this change, we like it or not.
All of this is transition.

In our last Cannon News - in the midst of the first
pandemic wave from COVID-19 - we wrote about the
need to roll up our sleeves and face these dramatic
new scenarios with the right spirit and tools. Vaccines
have now arrived, some treatment protocols have
worked, the emergency seems limited to the spread
of viral variants. We can look to the future without
forgetting what happened, trying to prevent it from
happening again.
In the meantime, we have learned many things, both
as individuals and as a society.
We have had the confirmation of the need for a radical
transformation of the production system towards a
sustainable model, making energy production,
industrial activity and our lifestyle more acceptable to
the environment.
We saw the re-entry of the US into the Paris
international treaty on climate change, with all the
implications involved in this challenge.

The dictionary defines transition as "Moving from one
situation to another, either in a static sense, as a
defined intermediate condition, or in a dynamic sense
as implying the idea of an ongoing evolution." We are
experiencing both conditions.
More generically, in any process, we consider and call
a transition an intermediate phase of the process, in
which the condition, mostly of approximate
equilibrium, that was in the initial phase is altered,
and which then gives rise to a new condition of
equilibrium. If all goes well. Otherwise, as happens in
physics in phase transitions, an order-disorder
situation is generated, because the system goes from
an ordered state to a disordered state and vice versa.
With all that can result, for better or worse.
For a transition to occur in an orderly and satisfactory
manner, the end result must be better than the
previous one, for all concerned.
We are organizing ourselves, at Cannon, to better
serve a world that is changing, that requires new
products and above all new services and a closer
relationship between customer and supplier. We hope
that our efforts for a successful transition will meet
with the appreciation, and interests, of old and new
customers.
Among the articles in this Cannon News, we find
several examples of Environmental, Energetic,
Technological, Corporate, Cultural transitions.
They are meant to testify to the commitment of our
entire Group towards a general improvement in living
conditions, the environment, work, and relationships
between people, at a time of great transition.
Without forgetting what Isaac Asimov – the hugely
successful American scientist, science fiction and
artificial intelligence book writer of the past century –
said: "Life is pleasant. Death is peaceful. It is the
transition that creates problems.”
Happy reading.
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Being
PHYGITAL
Finally, in-person events resume. So, what to
expect in 2021? A mixture of physical and digital,
between trade shows and new online projects.

4
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If there's one thing this pandemic is teaching us, it's
flexibility.

We see it in our everyday lives when we adapt to the
ordinances gradually issued opening and closing
restaurants, stores, and gyms. We see it in the industry
when companies reinvent themselves effectively
converting their production or product to meet new
needs.

And, obviously, also the marketing and communication
activities have remodeled so to fit with the situation.
As physical distances increased, we sought to get closer
and closer to our customers and partners. During 2020
we at Cannon have given a great impulse to digital
projects, establishing newsletters with the latest news
related to the Cannon world, or organizing thematic
webinars to raise awareness of important ongoing
projects.
After the two digital events on Co-development and
Flexible Foam held in the second half of last year, in the
first quarter of 2021, we also organized the Cannon
Insulation Technology Open Days, a two-day event with
webinars, interviews to experts of the sector, special

contents, and B2B meetings on insulation technology.
More than 400 people logged into the MeetCannon
platform on which the event was held.

As the pandemic situation improved, some "physical"
events, such as trade shows, resumed their programming.
Our colleagues at Cannon Eurasia were able to attend
Polyurethanex in Moscow, which was held from March 30
to April 1, and other trade shows are scheduled a bit
around the world.

In July we will participate in Innoprom 2021 in Russia,
and Pu China. Then we will take part in Coiltech
Pordenone, Pu Tech Asia, Fakuma, Miac.

However, there will be no lack of digital events: on 13 July
we will talk about Elastomers in the webinar
"Elastomeric Polyurethanes: Cannon Solutions", while in
the second part of the year the topics we will address will
be wind power and thermal oil.

To stay up to date on all our events and the latest news
from the Cannon world, follow us on our digital channels
or our websites.
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COLOURFUL
FOAMS
“Colour is the place where the Universe and our brain meet” (Paul Klee)

The easy colourability of plastics has contributed to their
success and diffusion in thousands of different
applications. Coloured articles are, without any doubt, more
attractive, easier to identify, more elegant than neutral or
black ones.
Colouring Polyurethanes or other polymers obtained from
the reaction of liquid components requires few specific
technical procedures and liquid or paste colours.
8
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changes depending on the shear stress applied. Pigments
are solid fillers: usually 90% of any solid particle of a
colour remains below 10 micron of size, with a typical
max dimension of 30 micron, that normally does not
bother a high-pressure machine or mixing head.
But their particles may be so abrasive that processing
them in a standard Polyurethane machine becomes
difficult. Carbon black and Titanium Dioxide, used for
black and white colours respectively, are particularly
abrasive. They are present also in non-primary colours,
like grey, brown and others.

The working method applied depends on the production
requirement of each specific project, customer,
application. Different needs lead to the definition of the
most appropriate dosing and mixing hardware and of the
best moulding procedures.
Some producers use a few different colours, to be used for
medium-small batches.
Others utilise several colours at the same time, for short
production runs in rapid sequence.
Others use special formulations, demanding dedicated
solutions: Cannon has developed colouring methods and
equipment adapted for any kind of request.

Colours are widely used in the production of
Polyurethanes parts. Some of them have high aesthetic
properties, therefore dosing and mixing colours
accurately is mandatory. For example, steering wheels.
Although today most of these items are wrapped with
synthetic leather, they are still coloured inside.
Headrests and armrests for furniture or for automotive
are coloured. Various integral skin parts and many
elastomers (the whole footwear for sure) are coloured.
Colours are applied also to rigid foams, especially
slabstock and floral foams.

Colours used for Polyurethane foams are usually a paste
of mineral pigments or liquid organic compounds,
diluted in a liquid vehicle, commonly Polyol.

But colours are not just pigments, there are other
ingredients in the recipe, such as:
• Wetting agent, to improve the dispersion of the
pigments in the liquid,
• Rheological additives, to improve colour flow inside
liquids and mould,
• UV stabilizers, to enhance the resistance of colour to UV
rays.

Common Problems

Usually, the typical apparent viscosity of a colour paste
with mineral pigments is less than 6,000 cps.
It is important to underline «apparent» viscosity, because
pigment colours are non-Newtonian fluids: the viscosity

Some basic principles or «golden rules» for using colours
in Polyurethanes are worth mentioning:
• Since colours can be abrasive, a suitable, hardened,
metering (whether pump or piston-based) and mixing
system must be used,
• Dosing units for colours should stay as close as possible
to the mixing head, in order to have stable and
repetitive metering of colours and to minimize the
amount of waste in case of need to change colours
frequently,
• The diameter of pipes and hoses should take into
account the viscosity of the colour.
• Ty p i c a l ly t h e q u a n t i t y o f c o l o u r n e e d e d i n
Polyurethane foams ranges from 0.1% to 6% of Polyol.

But the truly “golden of the golden rules” are:
• Design for colour both products and production plants.
One should keep in mind how colour tones are
important to the product, and assess the number of
different colours needed. Then define how often it will
be necessary to change colours and organise the
production facility to minimise colour changes: they
come at a cost, whether in equipment or in chemicals.
If a plant is designed from the beginning to use colour, it
will yield more efficiency and less costs than a plant
where colours have been added later on.
• Close the loop with raw chemical supplier, colour
supplier, tool supplier and equipment supplier.
Everybody has to cooperate and exchange information
to make sure that the plant will produce coloured parts
in the most efficient way.

Solutions for Every Need

With the ChromaFeed series Cannon provides three
solutions to meter colours at the mixing head, by using a
dosing piston or a gear pump.
• CCS features a pneumatic metering piston,
• HP-CCS a suitable gear pump,
• M-CCS is a modular unit, featuring a hydraulic metering
piston.
All three units have common features:
• Small footprint, they stay near the mixing heads,
• Easy to move, thanks to castor wheels,
• Removable tank, for an easier change of colour,
• Stirrer, to keep formulations well homogeneous,
• With its own PLC and HMI, independent from the
foaming machine.
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the flexible pipes of the two CCS, and one outlet, directly
mounted on the mixing head, this reliable and economic
solution allows for the on-the-fly change of colour.
The operator simply switches off one unit and starts the
second one, and the pressurized flow of new colour
operates the switching valve allowing the new stream of
colour paste to reach the mixing chamber.
A purging cycle is required to flush the tiny conduit
carrying the colour into the mixing chamber.

ChromaFeed HP-CCS

Several industrial users often require a centralised colour
dispensing unit to feed many mixing heads mounted on
fixed moulds. Others use colour pastes formulated with
very heavy pigments that tend to settle in the tanks and in
the piping, for which they need a continuous recirculation
system to keep the colour more homogeneous throughout
the whole day. Some other users demand for an absolute
colour metering precision, to guarantee total consistency
of aspect through wide lots of products.
The Cannon solution for all these needs is the new
ChromaFeed HP-CCS, a high-pressure colour dosing unit

ChromaFeed CCS, the Colour Workhorse
The ChromaFeed CCS unit was patented in 1982 as CCS
(Cannon Color System). Produced in thousands of units, it
is still the best colour metering unit for those moulders
requiring medium-small lots of articles coloured with a
limited number of tints.
Various CCS units can be permanently filled with the
colour paste, diluted with the standard Polyol used for
production. Changing colour, when requested by the
production schedule, is performed quickly, by replacing
one CCS dosing unit with a similar one filled with a
different tint with an operation lasting less than 5
minutes. It meters the colour directly in a suitable FPL
mixing head by means of a pneumatically operated
piston, available in 100cc or 300cc size. Flow rate can be
adjusted manually through an air pressure regulator.

Positioning one compact CCS unit near each mixing head
requiring a specific colour is the simplest solution for a
moulder requiring regular change of tint for its products.
It is worth noting that the tank can be removed easily and
completely, allowing for the cleaning not only of the tank
itself, but also of the accessories: stirrer, level sensor,
suction pipe, etc.
Two CCS units can be permanently attached to one mixing
head using a dedicated connecting manifold, containing a
flip-flop switching valve. Featuring two inlets, fed from

10
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guaranteeing the highest consistency in colour
dosing thanks to a frequency-controlled gear
pump. This unit also features, as an optional, a
precise flow transducer and a dedicated electronic
production management system.
Able to dose precisely colour pastes of viscosity up
to 3,000 cps in an output range between 0.45 to
32.4 g/s (the actual range of 3 different dosing
units) this series of high-pressure dispensers can
be connected to a distribution ring feeding several
mixing heads installed on different moulds.
To c h a n g e c o l o u r va r i o u s u n i t s c a n b e
permanently filled with different tints, to be
connected and disconnected manually to the
mixing head with an operation lasting less than 45 minutes.

The ChromaFeed HP-CCS features a metering gear
pump. The advantage vs. the pneumatic piston is
that the pump provides a continuous metering,
while the piston needs time to refill after a shot. So
the pump is recommended especially when colour
is continuously recycled up to the mixing head or
when the cycle time of the plant is very short.
A dedicated electronic control provides real-time
visualisation of working parameters, with the
possibility of closed-loop control of output
according to the different memorised injection
programmes.

the high pressure required to overcome the resistance to
the injection of the coloured liquid in the very narrow
space left between the plastic insert and the mould's wall.
Due to the abrasive nature of the colours used for these
applications, the metering section is built with an
hardened, abrasion-resistant metal alloy which
guarantees long lasting operations and constant
metering precision. A transducer installed on the feed
line ensures perfect control of the colour flow to the head,
adjusting it in real time in case of deviation from the set
value. The oil metering pump controlling the dosing
piston is driven by a frequency-controlled electric motor,
guaranteeing the immediate correction of output when
required by the computerised control system.

A Modular Design

All Cannon ChromaFeed units can be equipped with
optional items, such as:
• Spare tank, useful for regular colour changes,
• Heating system, to increase the temperature and
decrease the viscosity,
• Magnetic coupling for pump, to enhance the life,
• Servo control of flow rate, for maximum precision in
dosing colour. This option is available for HP-CCS
(pump-type) only.

ChromaFeed M-CCS

An evolution of the CCS, the ChromaFeed M-CCS
features a modular plug-in design that shortens
the time required for the colour-changing
operation and reduces the overall investment
required to meter many different colours in
sequence.

The unit' structure is split between a removable
storage and metering section and a hosting frame
where all the electric and electronic components,
the hydraulic pack (with an oil pump driven by a
frequency-controlled motor) and the temperature
control unit are mounted.
The ChromaFeed M-CCS is a high-temperature
unit, also suitable for liquid colours, that can be
used for any kind of Polyurethane formulation and
is p a rt icu la rly su it a b le for R I M Coa t in g
applications where a thin, high-density layer of
coloured Polyurethane (PUR) or Polyurea (PUA)
formulation must be over-moulded on a support of
thermoplastic resin. This operation is performed
inside the injection moulding press where the
plastic insert has just been formed. Since the
colours used in that application require high
temperature, the unit can reach up to 100°C.

The ChromaFeed M-CCS unit features a metering
system based on a hydraulic piston, able to provide
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A Bit of Chromatic Knowledge…
A common question is “Which is the best way for
swapping tints in the colour dosing unit?” Cannon
recommendation – based on the experience of hundreds
of different customers – is to always use the same colour in
each colour dosing unit. On the long range, the extra
investment pays back abundantly.
In case one cannot avoid using different colours in the
same colour dosing unit, it's recommended not to use
primary nor complementary colours in the same unit.
Primary colours are yellow, blue and red. By blending
primary colours, secondary colours are obtained: green is
a blend of yellow and blue.
Complementary colours are those in opposite positions in
a “colour circle” as visible below.

By blending complementary colours the saturation and
the tone of the coloured part will be altered.
Then, a careful flush of the colour dosing unit with
Diacetone Alcohol (DAA) or with Mesamoll is
recommended between colour changes.

Axial or Direct method?

To inject colours in a high pressure mixing head Cannon
provides two methods: through a tiny hole in the mixing
chamber's closing piston, called «axial injection», or
directly in the mixing chamber through an injector, just
like Polyol and Isocyanate are fed.
On the left the axial injection, which is pretty peculiar to
Cannon, is visible. On the right the direct injection in the
mixing chamber.

12
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The advantages of axial injection are:
• Use of simple, standard mixheads,
• Lower investment budget,
• Use of up to 4 colours with automatic switch.

But there are also disadvantages:
• High contamination rate when changing colour,
• Not available in small mixheads.

Speaking about direct injection, the advantage is having
none, or very low, contamination in colour change.
While the disadvantage is the use of multi-component
mixheads requiring a higher investment.
But on the long range this can be overcome by the higher
flexibility in production.
Contamination with axial injection is one order of
magnitude bigger than with direct injection.
For example, having something like 10g of flushing scrap
in a given set up with direct injection, one would probably
have 100g or more, depending on the two colours, in a
similar set up with axial injection.

Axial injection is available with or without recycling,
depending on the mixing head: recycling improves the
repeatability of the process, because it makes pressure
stable from the beginning to the end of the shot.
Also direct injection is available with or without
recycling, depending on the type of injector selected for
the colour stream.
Some mixing heads, performing axial injection of colour,
can be provided with a needle to switch colour on and off,
shot by shot. This solution is available only for larger
mixing heads (18 up to 32 mm diameter).
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Two Ways for Direct Injection
There are two ways of injecting colour directly in the
mixing chamber.
In the first way colour is used as an additional stream at
the mixing head, just like Polyol and Isocyanate.
Below is shown the AX multi-component mixing head
that can handle up to 7 components, any of which can be
colour, beside one or more Polyols and one Isocyanate.
This head is available in different sizes and from 4 to 7
components.

Below are shown two mixing heads provided with QCC
nozzles: FPL 10 QCC (one colour) and FP2L 10 2QCC, a
double mixing head for two formulations, each with one
colour.
For some Cannon mixing heads, QCC is also available in
double and quadruple versions.

They can process two or four colours respectively,
allowing colour change shot by shot with an extremely
small contamination, negligible in most of the cases.
The QCC Double injector can perform a series of
consecutive shots in different colours without any purge
between shots.
Below, the mixing head suitable for coloured RIM coating
is visible. Also in this case, colour is added as a third
stream in addition to Polyol and Isocyanate.
See the relevant schemes, on the left.

A Cannon Solution for Every Need
The second way for direct injection is to use a dedicated
injector for colour, which can be easily replaced, manually
or automatically.
Hence the Cannon name Quick Colour Change, or QCC.
This injector is hydraulically operated, it is available with
or without recycling and it is fixed to the mixing head just
by one screw. It takes a few seconds to replace it with
another one, with another colour.

Small or large production batches, few or many colours,
normal or hot recipes… Cannon provides industriallyproven, effective solutions for every moulder of coloured
Polyurethane parts.
A wide marketing and technical network of Cannon
Offices provides consultancy, technical advice, spares and
support in more than 40 countries.
As the famous painter Paul Klee said “Colour is the place
where the Universe and our brain meet.” With the help of
a Cannon device, this meeting is favoured!
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Handling
Multiple Polyols
in HP-PU
Formulations
Sustainable Development goals have raised the bar in terms of
environmental impact and product performances. Producers of
building materials and white appliances are continuously challenged
by the demanding new regulations set by governments and
international agreements.
To ful l those requirements, chemical' suppliers are proposing new
Polyurethane formulations tailored to speci c product ranges, in
order to reduce foam consumption and increase performances.
Many manufacturers are thus now deciding to handle multiple types
of Polyol on the same Polyurethane dosing machine. Cannon
p re s e n t s d e d i c a t e d s o l u t i o n s s t u d i e d t o o p t i m i s e t h e
cost/performance ratio – as well as reducing machine's footprint,
maintenance and switchover eﬀorts – when using diﬀerent Polyols at
the same time.
14
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e Climate
Neutrality Challenge
The EU aims at achieving climate
neutrality by 2050. This ambitious
goal requires a tight roadmap for the
following 30 years for bringing net
emissions of greenhouse gases to
zero.
The key aspects of this process will be
the introduction of circular economy
principles wherever it is possible, as
well as a radical transformation of the
worldwide energy system.
To d a y e n e r g y g e n e r a t i o n i s
responsible for around 75% of
European emissions of greenhouse
gases and the European commission
has identied energy efciency as the
ke y p l a y e r f o r t h e e m i s s i o n s
reduction.
The joint efforts of the institutions and
private companies will have to focus
on improving industrial processes
and on a total energy requalication
of buildings and appliances, today
responsible for more than half of total
worldwide energy consumption.

e Energy Labels
Energy consumption rates are
monitored on buildings and
appliances through Energy efciency
classes, selected through specic
parameters and identied by
particular labels.
The most recent regulations and
international agreements led to a
signicant refactoring of those
classes, in order to stimulate
producers and consumers to get
along with the new targets.

e Role of
Polyurethane
Polyurethane has always played a key
role in the building and appliance
sectors for its good insulation
properties, as well as the capability of
processing it in liquid phase obtaining
a solid product with low conductivity
and good mechanical properties.
New regulations in terms of end-oflife treatment, re behaviour and
insulation performances are pushing
the manufacturers to change the

16
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design and materials of their
products. Many of those are
investigating the modication of their
PU systems for tailoring them to each
specic product, and optimizing the
cost/performance ratio.

Handling Multiple
Formulations
In line with various Customer
requests, Cannon is proposing to the
market several solutions to handle
multiple PU formulations on the
same dosing machines, either as
alternative ones or modulating them
for each specic shot.
Premix units are becoming more
exible by adding one component or
feeding different percentages one
after the other.
The technical solutions are based on
different mixing heads models, while
Cannon dosing units' modern
conguration is completely exible
and follows the mixing heads and
plant concept needs.
The mixing heads technologies are
the following:
• Two separate mixing heads with
independent dosing and
distribution lines;
• Special valve for fast Polyol
switching upstream and
downstream mixhead injector,
optimized for minimum
contamination
• Multi component mixing heads for
handling multiple Polyols and
slurries
• Multi component mixing heads for
handling additives for modication
of one single Polyol formulation.

Premix Units
Cannon EasyFroth units are the stateof-the-art equipment for components
blending upstream the dosing
machine tanks.
Nowadays approximately 30% of the
units sold to the market can handle 2
or more components in addition to
the Polyol, as well as multiple Polyols
with minimum or total absence of
contamination.
These data conrm the trend of
increasing need for production

exibility and technology
improvements.
The multi component EasyFroth is
typically chosen by laboratories of
raw material suppliers and by
manufacturers with big production
volumes and peculiar formulation
features.

Mixing Heads
Polyurethane history is strongly
connected to the Cannon brand,
thanks to the design and quality of
their mixing heads.
The patents expiring and small
Competitors birth and growth made
the challenge harder throughout the
years and required the
implementation of a design engineers
Team dedicated to the development
of mixing heads and relevant
accessories design only.
This business unit has been
particularly active in the recent past,
developing several solutions
according to chemicals trends and
manufacturers business needs.

Two Mixing Heads on
the Same Line
When working with two different
Polyol formulations, the simplest
solution conceptually wise is the
implementation of a twin mixing head
handling the new chemicals.
Isocyanate is typically the same and
the dosing module can be shared
simply by applying a stream
distributors system.
This solution can be applied for
example in those production lines in
which mould accessories are tailored
to the existing mixing head and
operators are particularly skilled on
the existing equipment.
The second mixing head can be
installed on a separate carrier or
boom, working in parallel with the
existing one.

Polyol-Switching
Valves
An alternative solution for similar
business scenarios is the usage of
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hydraulic or manual valves upstream
and downstream the Polyol injectors.
This system minimizes the pipelines
of the plant and facilitates the
implementation of automated
foaming systems.
This arrangement was developed for
special projects including highly
technological solutions by Manni, the
Cannon partner specialising in
production plants for sandwich
panels, in particular for doors and
cold room production.
Cannon developed a special software
conguration for reducing the
contamination at a few grams only.

Heads for Multiple
Polyols
For a good amount of time, exible
foam production has been leveraging
multiple Polyol ratios and formulation
for balancing the structural and
comfort properties of the products.
Cannon developed solutions such as
the FP2L mixing heads or the AX for
handling multiple Polyol formulations
either together or as an alternative.
The same requirements are
nowadays coming from the low
density rigid foam market for
insulation purposes.
The adhesive properties of rigid foam

required some substantial design
modication for enhancing the mixing
head life and reducing the mean time
between maintenance, brilliantly
implemented by Cannon.
Cannon multicomponent mixing
heads for rigid foam today can handle
up to 3 different Polyol formulations
with on/off hydraulic injectors.
Complete projects in the eld of
domestic refrigerators and sandwich
panels were completed, having today
industrial working applications.
The growing interest for solid llers
for their ame properties and for
potential foam recycling brought to
test several slurries with Polyol and
ller. High pressure pumps are
typically not suitable for ller
processing and this required Cannon
R&D engineers to test and nd the
best conguration for slurr y
incorporation at the mixhead level.
Each specic case requires a
dedicated solution, this is the reason
why Cannon always listens to
Customer needs and goals before
issuing a commercial proposal.

Heads for Additive
Fine-tuning
If the variation of the product
properties can be associated with a

component different from the Polyol,
such as an additive or the blowing
agent, Cannon has the solution as
well.
The expertise gained with colour
applications made possible the
development of several mixing head
models giving the possibility to
radially or axially integrating an
additional component directly to the
mixing chamber.
Cannon portfolio includes several
working solutions for this technology
in the eld of water heaters and
sandwich panels for building and
transportation.

What's Next?
Everybody agrees about the fact that
the market is nowadays subject to
substantial changes and the trends
will be driven by raw material
suppliers and product manufacturers.
As machinery suppliers, Cannon are
investing 5% of their turnover in R&D
activities and this made them
capable of being partners and leaders
upon each market wave due to
technical improvements or regulation
changes.
The goals are clear, the technical
direction not as much. One thing is
sure: whatever solution is needed,
Cannon can make it!
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Handling Solid Fillers

in HP-PU
Formulations

The continuous search for new solutions to improve the
performances of Polyurethanes is leading towards a wider use of
solid additives that, when using high-pressure metering and mixing
methods, might cause different problems to the relevant equipment.
Cannon offers today numerous solutions to process solid ﬁllers in
Polyurethanes: new pre-mixing and metering systems, stream
distributors, injectors and mixing heads have been designed to
handle bulky or abrasive materials, with different particle sizes and
in different percentages.
18
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Speci ic equipment has been designed by
Cannon to handle Polyurethanes illed with
high-solid contents, in accordance with the
physical properties and the abrasion
characteristics of these materials, to face the
diﬀerent problems generated during these
three phases.

Many Fillers,
Many Problems

Inorganic solid materials used in illed foam
formulations include: Expandable Graphite
(EG), Hydrated Alumina, Melamine, Titanium
Dioxide, natural Carbonates and Silicates,
Barium Sulphate Glass and Carbon in various
forms. Since most of these illers are diﬀerent,
a preliminary quick overview of each of them
is worth reading:
• Expandable Graphite (EG) is a strong lame
retardant, used for lexible and integral
foams for automotive and public
transportation, for parts of electric cars and
for rigid foams for thermal insulation. It's
available under the form of tiny lakes, quite
delicate when submitted to the action of
mechanical pumps. Their size should not be
reduced too much during processing,
otherwise the violent expansion of the lakes
when in contact with lames would be
dramatically reduced, hindering their ire
retardant eﬀect. If lakes are broken in the
process, they release sulphuric acid, which
will destroy the catalyst in Polyol.

• Hydrated Alumina (Aluminum Trihydroxide)
is a natural ine granular white powder that
has good low properties and a very high
melting temperature. It is colourless,
inexpensive, it has good ire retardant and
smoke supressing properties It is used in
lexible foams.

• Melamine, a white ine powder, is a low-cost
and eﬀective lame retardant, when used
together with phosphates, in lexible foams
for furniture. During combustion it forms
both a non- lammable gaseous environment
and a molten barrier which improves the
reaction to ire of the foams. The use of this
inorganic iller has several disadvantages
including: dif iculty of preparing and
maintaining the dispersion; problems with
removal of entrained air; dif iculty of mixing
and pumping the iller/Polyol slurry;
dif iculty of processing on all types of foam
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machinery, and, due to their abrasive nature, increased
wear on machinery components.

• Barite (Barium Sulphate) and Calcium Carbonate are
used in lexible slabstock to increase density and load
bearing, and to reduce cost. They are both ine
powders, with diﬀerent speci ic gravity.
They are also used in moulded lexible and semi-rigid
foams to produce sound deadening parts. Natural
unre ined Barite contains abrasive particles of Silica
quartz.

• Titanium Dioxide is a white powder widely used in the
plastics industry as a colorant. In the Polyurethane
industry it's used as an anti-yellowing agent in lexible
foams for mattresses and pillows.
Typical problems encountered with this colorant
include high viscosity, abrasive tendencies, foam
instability, foam scorching and migrating colour.

• Glass ibres and microspheres are used in lexible,
micro-cellular, elastomeric, RIM and RRIM structural or
semi-structural parts.
They tend to settle when dispersed in Polyols and are
very abrasive and brittle.
• Wollastonite (natural Calcium Silicate, a white mineral
powder with speci ic gravity around 3) to improve
foam' strength and stability at elevated temperatures.
The high content of SiO2 makes it rather abrasive and
easy to settle when dispersed in Polyols.

• Carbon powder and other new materials, including
natural ibres, present various problems of dispersion,
sometimes due to their high surface tension and low
apparent speci ic gravity. A few years ago the
automotive market required RRIM bumpers also for a
segment of vehicles previously served with injection
moulded Polypropylene parts. Two diﬀerent solids
were required in these Low Weight RRIM (LWRRIM)
parts: Carbon powder to provide mechanical
properties and Glass Microspheres to reduce weight
and cost. The physical properties of the two solids were
extremely diﬀerent, providing a nice set of dispersion
problems into the Polyol…

Once de ined for which iller a Polyurethane moulding
plant should be con igured, three process aspects must
be precisely taken into consideration when designing and
manufacturing the most suitable processing equipment:

• The dispersion of variable percentages of solid iller
into diﬀerent Polyols,

• The behaviour of the iller during the high-pressure
metering phase, that involves both the moment of the
injection and the period during which the components
are recirculated in the circuit,
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• The mixing and injection phase, during which
enormous quantities of kinetic energy are concentrated
in extremely tiny mixing chambers and ducts.
Therefore, three parts of the foaming plant must
cooperate to ensure the best result.

Premixing

Cannon provides a complete series of premixing units for
continuous feed or discontinuous batch preparation, in
accordance with the iller's characteristics.
Many Polyurethane processors often ask why a
premixing station would be required when moulding
illed formulations and it takes some time to explain to
them the hidden risks involved in handling these unstable
blends. Simply adding a powder in the dosing machine
day-tank during the moulding process does not
guarantee neither the correct precision in quantity of
iller present in the blend, nor the proper distribution of
the solid in the liquid phase.
Speci ic discontinuous (batch) or continuous (in-line)
premix units are itted with extremely precise load cells
or mass low-transducers that allow for the correct
addition of the solid iller (and of other additives, such as
blowing agents, colours, surfactants etc.) to the Polyol,
right at the desired ratio. Both components must be
installed in vibration-free platforms to ensure maximum
precision and repeatability in measuring.
Special double-acting stirrers have been studied to
ensure that both lightweight, loating powders and heavy,
settling solids can be perfectly blended into the
formulation in the same processing plant – or even in the
same batch of Polyol when two illers so diﬀerent are
added to the formulations.

Metering

Settling of heavy powders in tanks and circuit
components (bends of piping, ilters, heat exchangers,
stream distributors and heads) should be avoided at any
cost. A continuous recirculation of the illed component –
usually the Polyol – can be obtained using dosing
cylinders, operated hydraulically, able to perform a
diﬀerent metering cycle according to the instant need:
slow, continuous recirculation when the moulding
process is idle or fast operation to feed the mixing head at
high-output for an injection.

The design of these pistons and cylinders bene its from
40 years of experience at Cannon. Since the irst HE
machines launched in 1983, featuring for the irst time on
the market a closed-loop controlled piston-dosing
operation, their design has been re ined and optimised.
One concept remains unchanged, though: the pistons are
always thoroughly scrubbing the inner side of the
cylinders: this method allows for a perfect recirculation
of the whole lot of material contained in the circuit,
avoiding the settling of heavy illers quite typical of
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plunger-type metering systems used by some
competitors.
The main advantage of a piston-dosing system consists in
not damaging the structure of the iller with the use of
rotary gear or piston pumps for recirculation and
metering. The same precaution is used throughout the
whole components circuit, especially when using fragile
charges, such as EG (Expandable Graphite), Glass
microspheres and short ibres. Special stream
distributors (high pressure valves diverting the low of
components to commute their low from low- to highpressure recirculation) with wider inner sections have
been made, using special hardening treatments of the
metal parts in contact with liquids lowing at high speed
and pressure, to minimise the wear and tear of
components.
A bonus of the Cannon piston-dosing system: a simple,
short extra stroke of the piston allows for an easy
replacement of its head' seal, a routine maintenance
operation required when using abrasive illers. This can
be made by removing few bolts at the bottom of the
cylinder, rather than dismantling it completely as
required by other brands.

Another advantage deriving from the scrubbing piston: it
is shorter than a plunger type of equal displacement
volume, therefore the dosing machine is lower and can be
itted more easily on a mezzanine in a low-ceiling factory.
High output machines are often required to dose high
amounts of very fast-reacting formulations, especially

with Polyurea recipes used for RRIM parts. For this need
the piston metering system, supported by Nitrogen
accumulators, is the most suitable also for illed
formulations. The solution allows for the use of mediumsized hydraulic pumps that are less energy-intensive than
the huge pumps utilized by other equipment suppliers to
provide the same instantaneous output. Working at
lower speeds, this method is less keen to damage the
structure of the illers and to overheat the blend.

Mixing

At the end of the component circuit, a mixing head waits
for a properly dosed quantity of chemicals: this is the
heart of the system, where the Polyurethane magic
occurs. Two or more liquids meet in a very turbulent tiny
chamber, and in a fraction of a second a perfect mixing
must occur, to generate an expanded foam, a solid
elastomer, a structural beam or a luﬀy pillow.
The task is delicate when the components are perfect
liquids, imagine when they contain "foreign" materials
such as Barite, a mineral powder rich in abrasive quartz
or high percentage of EG (Expandable Graphite), an
agglomerate of fragile Carbon lakes…
Several Cannon mixing heads have been dedicated to this
speci ic market, able to withstand the abrasive action of
the earliest glass-reinforced RRIM formulations for
automotive bumpers, since the early 1970's, up to the
latest challenge deriving from the use of various forms of
Carbon, including Graphene, Nanotubes Graphite and
ine powders.
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To mention a few, the FPL AD (Armoured) has been
designed with a specially hardened set of interior
components and chambers, to withstand the abrasive
action of Barite and Titanium Dioxide.
Cannon EG-AX is the solution to handle EG (Expandable
Graphite) minimizing release of Sulphuric Acid, so that
the “life” of formulated Polyol with Expandable Graphite
in the tank is drastically extended.
EG-AX features a multicomponent AX mixing head, with
hardened and treated chambers and injectors, whose
generous inner diameter, combined with a fast operation
that reduces dramatically the high-pressure recirculation
phase, allows for the use of large solid particles without
breaking them. It is available in a wide range of sizes (14,
18, 26 mm) to satisfy the needs of the producers of seats,
mattresses and pillows for sleeping railway cars, for
viscoelastic foams and for integral skin foams for
automotive engine covers and for the battery packs of
electric and hybrid vehicles.

The head works in a dedicated environment of special
components, which includes high-performance stream
distributors, low splitters for liquid streams and
hardened on-oﬀ injectors for abrasive Polyol blends. In
Cannon EG-AX, a Patented solution, the low of Isocyanate
is precisely split into two streams that feed two facing
injectors positioned around the mixing chamber.
Through a third injector, operated with on-oﬀ control that
opens only when the desired pressure has been reached,
the viscous blend of heavily- illed Polyol enters in the
mixing chamber and is sprayed from both sides by the
two streams of pulverised Isocyanate.
Thanks to Cannon EG-AX, all these sound-deadening,
railway interiors and furniture parts pass the ireretardancy speci ications.
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The RIM mixing head, now available in a multicomponent con iguration in sizes 14 and 24, is the heir of
the glorious two-component head developed and
patented in 1974 for the production of automotive
bumpers in RRIM formulations reinforced with chopped
glass ibre. Used today also for Wollastonite and glass
ibre, this is the ideal head for closed-mould injection of
large structural reinforced parts. The extremely high
turbulence generated by this impingement method
allows for a thorough blending of the most dif icult
formulations and provides the highest possible level of
regular cells and performing foams.

A Global Approach
Solves the Problems…

The availability of nearly 50 years of experience in
handling reinforced and illed formulations, the
possibility to develop and test internally any sort of
processing technology in the ield of Polyurethane and
other reactive formulations, the know-how acquired in
the production of complete plants for Composites and
reinforced plastics have played a fundamental role in the
development of a complete range of processing
equipment for illed and reinforced reactive cellular
plastics.
The worldwide presence of Cannon and their position of
preferred supplier of many developers of advanced
technologies have contributed to keep Cannon at the
forefront of the continuous search for new, innovative
solutions for markets demanding environmentally-safe,
energy-ef icient and safer products.

The TALKING

HEAD

It's not only a matter of
• Process
• Mechanics
• Electronics
It's a unique, comprehensive technology.
The new Cannon Talking Head is now available on the market.

www.cannonplastec.com

ENERGY TRANSITION:
Industrial Electric Boilers
e need to reduce emissions of
harmful gases into the
atmosphere as much as possible
to limit the climate impact is
leading many companies to
choose industrial electric boilers,
instead of traditional ones, for
their production processes.

emissions per year and to achieve the 2030 and 2050
objectives it will be necessary to intensify research and
development activities, aimed at improving the energy
efciency of production, to use less polluting fossil sources,
to use renewables more and more.
Many European countries have long since embarked on the
road towards a greener and more sustainable dimension:
this is the case of the Scandinavian countries, which have
combined the exploitation of fossil fuels with an intelligent
use of the resources that the territory offers, enhancing the
use of biomass and electricity.

Industrial Electric Boilers
e Energy Transition and the
Industrial Sector

Climate change, and the consequent alterations to the
environment in which we live, are posing an important
challenge to countries and governments around the world.
Europe aims to be the rst continent with zero climate
impact by 2050, by adopting climate legislation that
envisages the commitment to reduce carbon dioxide
emissions, and on the other hand, the elimination from the
atmosphere of that already produced.
From an industrial point of view, the energy transition
towards a decarbonized future mainly passes through the
concept of energy efciency and emission reduction.
The industrial sector is the source of about 30% of total CO2

For many companies, reducing atmospheric emissions as
much as possible means choosing boilers without
combustion. Unlike traditional ame boilers, industrial
electric boilers use a system of resistors or electrodes to
efciently generate the energy needed for the production
process.
The absence of combustion (of hydrocarbons or biomass)
avoids the emission into the atmosphere of many pollutants
such as nitrogen oxide (NOx) sulfur oxide (SOx), and carbon
dioxide.
For several years, Cannon Bono Energia has been
developing a series of highly efcient electric resistance
boilers, able to manage very high power and to adapt to both
the production of steam and the heating of thermal oil.
Industrial electric boilers are a valid solution for all those
companies that choose to produce in a more sustainable
way or that, due to their location, are forced to comply with
stringent limits on emissions imposed by the regulations in
force in that specic area.
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INNOVATION

FOR ELASTOMERS
The COVID-19 pandemic, besides changing our
everyday lives, has had important repercussions on
some economic sectors. If the market of elastomers
has seen a general sharp slowdown, the same cannot
be said for the Polyurethane Elastomers market, which
is expected to grow consistently within 2026.
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A growth that is supported by the increasing demand
from the footwear manufacturing industry, particularly
high in emerging economies.
Here, the socio-economic growth and the changing of
lifestyle is driving the demand not only for footwear,
which will have a signi icant impact on the overall PU
elastomers market but also on the automotive sector,
where elastomers in Polyurethane are used in the
manufacture of parts including wheels and bumpers,
whose durability can contribute attain promising gains to
the overall market size in the coming years.
For other sectors, the spread of the pandemic is turning
into an opportunity for growth: this is the case of the
medical sector, in which the demand for insoles,
prostheses, orthopedics, and that of rollers is increasing.
As a result of the growth in cardboard consumption
(closely linked to the exponential increase in shipments
in 2020), the sector of paper rolls, used in paper
production plants, has experienced a surge.

P What are Polyurethane
elastomers?

Polyurethane elastomers are special polymers,
especially appreciated for their plasticity and
elasticity, commonly used for the manufacture of
durable products as wheels and tires (they are thus
involved in the construction of shopping carts,
elevators, skateboard and rollerblades), but also of
high tensile and lexible shoe soles and steering
wheels. Polyurethane elastomers guarantee high
level of resistance to abrasion, to other chemicals,
to load, to oxidation and tear.

High-performance Equipment for
Polyurethane Elastomers
Processing

Cannon, as a specialist in high-pressure equipment for
Polyurethane processing, has developed several
solutions for the manufacture of Polyurethane

elastomers products able to grant the highest
performance levels.
For PU elastomers production both in high temperature
(> 40° C) and in low temperature (< 40°C), Cannon can
provide:
• High-pressure dosing machine for expanded PU
elastomers and gel productions,
• Low-pressure dosing machine for compact/casting PU
elastomers.

All Cannon dosing machines for elastomers are equipped
with the most advanced temperature control systems, so
to heat chemicals at the ideal temperature to eliminate
possible air entrapments generated in the mixing phase.
The lack of air into the chemical poured guarantees the
highest quality of the inished product.
Furthermore, Cannon solutions for elastomers are
conceived to pour and degas chemicals at the same time.
This exclusive feature is strategic to make the production
of PU elastomers continuous and high quality and
lexible.

Main Advantages of Cannon
Solutions for PU Elastomers

• Easy to use, since it is already equipped with main
accessories enabling an easy work-life to the operators.
• The machine, in the top versions, can automatically set
up working parameters upon an easy HMI interface
(three-clicks).
• The top versions can lead up to the self-calibration of
the working parameters, making the switch of the
recipes easy.
• Ready to use: once heating and vacuum are performed
and temperatures are set, the machine is ready to be put
into production.
• Improved performance of the inished product: the lack
of entrapped air increases the abrasion resistance.
• Easy waste management using an eco-cleaner unit
(stand-alone) for mixing head cleaning operation.
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Rigid PU Blocks

A RAPID
GROWTH

CANNON VIKING HAS BEEN AT THE FOREFRONT OF
PIONEERING THE DEVELOPMENT OF RIGID
POLYURETHANE BLOCK TECHNOLOGY FOR MORE
THAN 60 YEARS.
IN RECENT YEARS, CANNON VIKING HAS SEEN
SIGNIFICANT GROWTH IN THE DEMAND FOR
EQUIPMENT FOR RIGID FOAM BLOCK
PRODUCTION WITH A NUMBER OF NEW PLANTS
SUPPLIED AROUND THE WORLD.
28
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Today, rigid foam is considered one of
the most diverse foam types within the
Polyurethane industry. It is used in a
wide range of industrial applications
and can be combined with a variety of
materials such as glass bre and other
additives giving improved tensile
strength and insulation lambda
properties. The foam block once
produced and cured can then easily be
cut and converted to suit many various
applications.

Construction Industry

• Sandwich panels with rigid facings
as wall and roong materials.
• Insulating boards with exible facing
for roong, walls, ceilings and
ooring.
• Insulation and construction
materials as 'cut to size' pieces from
the rigid foam block.
• Pipe Insulation.

Transportation
Industry

• Thermal insulation in the
construction of refrigerated vehicles
for road and container and rail.

Modelling and
Tooling Applications

• Modelling and tooling applications

for concept designs and proof of
concepts and mould production.

Industrial ermal
Insulation

• LNG Insulation of ships and tankers,
tanks and containers, pipelines,
heating pipes and cold storage.

Cannon Viking Rigid
Polyurethane Block
Machinery Hits an All
Time High!

For large rigid foam production
requirements, Cannon Viking supply a
range of bespoke continuous foam
machines with reinforced heavy-duty
three conveyor systems.

These plants include the very latest at
top equipment technology for optimum
rectangular at topped foam block
shape to minimise chemical raw
material waste.
The foaming conveyor is then
combined with precision chemical
metering systems supported by mass
ow meters as well as specially
developed chemical mixing technology
to give optimum foam quality with
regular cell structure.

The plant is fully managed and
controlled by industry leading Omega
computer control systems.
When producing rigid blocks in a
continuous process, Cannon Viking
offer both low and high-pressure
mixing and metering technology
combined with liquid laydown
production to allow manufacturers to
achieve a highly efcient raw material
yield and excellent rigid foam quality
with optimum uniform cell structure
with minimum pinholes and bubbles.
As an additional feature Cannon Viking
can also supply an integrated chemical
tank farm for complete automation
and for improved quality control and
for optimum chemical raw material
conversion to the nished foam block.
All these rigid Polyurethane block lines
are of a modular, custom made design
to enable simple machine upgrades to
expand and grow in line with future
business expansion demands and
needs.
The design and manufacture, as well
as ongoing technical service and
support to all rigid block foam lines are
carried out by experienced and
dedicated technicians at Cannon
Viking in Manchester, UK.
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A.I. Technology
for High-Qualit

GASKETING,
a New Cannon Approach
INDUSTRIAL GASKETS ARE WIDELY
USED IN VARIOUS INDUSTRIES TO
PREVENT LEAKAGES OR SEEPAGES OF
LIQUID AND GASES.
30
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Despite the slowdown imposed by the Covid-19
pandemic, the general growth of building & construction
activities and the evolution of the automotive and
furniture market are increasing the request for
polyurethane and silicone gaskets.

In these sectors, the rising demand for innovative
products, especially in Europe, is leading companies to
boost their research & development departments and to
structure to face the challenging needs of the market,
always looking for high productivity levels and lexible
and customized production.

With almost 30 years of experience as gasketing
technologies equipment producer, Cannon has recently
strengthened their presence on the market, supporting
the customers with a strong dedicated team, improved
equipment, and an exclusive laboratory unit for trials and
product development.

A fully Dedicated Team

The increasing demand for highly customized gasket
production solutions requires equipment manufacturers
to have a deep knowledge of the gasketing technology and
its applications.
For this reason, Cannon has structured a team fully
dedicated to gaskets, composed by:
• A senior lab specialist & technologist with more than 25
years of process experience;
• Two salespersons, dedicated to product and market
development;
• Experienced engineers in production and after-sales
departments.

Innovative Equipment for Gaskets

Cannon provides both equipment and turn-key plants for
the industrial production of gaskets, including dosing
machines and mixing heads, robots, cleaning systems,
control and management systems.

Precision and Repeatability

• B1 dosing unit: speci ically designed for gasketing
technology, B1 dosing machine can be used with
chemicals from diﬀerent chemicals' suppliers,
processing up to 4 components. It is equipped with a
double pumping group, which allows maintaining the
optimal process parameters like temperature,
homogeneity and nucleation air, thanks to recycling
circuits. Furthermore, it guarantees maximum dosing
precision and repeatability thanks to the reduced
distance between mixing head and dosing pumps.
• B1 multi mixing head for micro-pouring: able to cover
an output range from 0.4 to 6.5 g/s, this exclusive lowpressure mixing head can mix up to 4 diﬀerent
components, keeping the chemicals separate until they
enter the mixing chamber.
Both the dosing machine and the mixing head are

temperature controlled to obtain a high-quality inished
product.

A New Generation of Robots

To achieve a very accurate gasket lay-down, allowing high
repeatability, precision and consistency, the foaming
phase must be robotically assisted.
Depending on customer's requirements, Cannon can
provide for this task:
• 3-Axis Cartesian robot: Cannon has developed a cuttinge d g e 3 - a x i s C a r te s i a n Ro b o t t h a t c o m b i n e s
compactness, fast cycle times and high production
output.
Intrinsically safe, this machine integrates, in addition to
the robot itself, the head cleaning system and the
control panel, forming a stand-alone system with a
small footprint, able to guarantee also small radius and
very high quality of the inished product.
• 6-Axis Anthropomorphic robot: it is the optimal
solution for 3D or highly customized gaskets and
provides high production lexibility with a compact and
precise handling system.
Both these solutions are equipped with automatic loading
and unloading systems, side by side belts and also a device
of recognition of piece position: a system of sensors
allows to recognize the exact position of the piece and to
perform a perfect casting, without requiring an automatic
or manual adjustment of the piece in a prede ined
position.
With this new generation of robots, customers can
signi icantly increase their productivity and repeatability.

An Advanced Cleaning System

Cleaning the mixing head is essential in order not to
compromise its performance and reduce the risk of
breakage.
For this reason, Cannon has developed EcoCleaner, a
closed loop and environmentally friendly washing system
for mixing heads that allows the cleaning of the mixing
head chamber of all formulations, by using a combination
of air lush and eco-friendly chloride-free cleaners
purging.
EcoCleaner is conceived to perform an eﬀective
separation of polyurethane waste and cleaner, which
through a recycling system, can be used several times,
reducing the need and the cost of disposal.

From Idea to Factory:
The Laboratory Support

The high level of customization of gaskets assumes an
important test phase before industrialization.
In Cannon R&D center customers can make use of a whole
plant dedicated exclusively to the development of gasket
technology, to make trials and develop their gasket
production with the support of our specialized process
engineers.
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Wind Power Market

thane elastomers are special
polymers, are especially
appreciated for their plasticity
and elasticity, commonly used
for the manufacture of durable
products as wheels and tires
(they ar

Consolidates and Evolves
A notable change
took place in the past
years for
the wind
Focus:
what
are polyurethane elastomers?
power industry.
Cannon is at the
forefront in the
supply of equipment
for the enormous
composite elements
needed by this
segment of the power
generation industry,
with signi cant
developments beyond
the initial
commitment in
infusion equipment.

The global scenario of wind generator
and wind blade suppliers had to deal
with market protability problems,
since are no longer supported - in
many countries - by state subsidies.
Eroding prots took a sharp toll on the
less efcient structures, with
signicant mergers and acquisitions
between prominent players, resulting
in fewer actors on the market focusing
on specic equipment models.
There are signicant evolutions in
terms of size, shape, and structure of
the generators, mostly involving the
blades on the technical side.
The models for off-shore installations
are moving towards a blade length
that can reach more than 100
meters. At the same time, the onshore wind turbines are stabilised
around a blade length of 70-80 m.
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Glass bre and Epoxy resins still play
the lion's share in the construction of
these huge composite elements.
Still, alternative materials are being
offered for specic applications.
The market presents a heterogeneous
mix of production solutions, highly
automated vs. labour-intensive
processes, environmental
constraints, and particular needs.
Cannon supplies this market, tuning
its portfolio of products and
technologies to support its customers'
needs.
The offering comprises simple
machines for classic infusion,
dedicated equipment for direct
infusion, blade's gluing, pultrusion of
spar caps, degassing systems, HPRTM equipment, and, more recently,
the supply of high-volume storage
and distribution networks for the huge
quantities of chemicals involved in
this processes.

Classic Infusion?
DX series!
Since its involvement in the wind
p o w e r i n d u s t r y, C a n n o n h a s
manufactured the golden standard of
infusion dosing and mixing machines
for Epoxy resins, the DX series.
Embracing a owrate range going
from 5 to 80 kg/min, the DX15, DX35
and DX80 dosing units are offering to
customers the needed exibility for
any specic task and production
schedules.
Precision, reliability and parameters'
control are the keys of the success on
the market for these products.
Close loop control of the mixing ratio
and owrate allows for traceability of
the production process and no issues
during the infusion.

Direct infusion?
Cannon DXI!

More and more, due to the pressing
need for efciency always present in
an industrial process, but especially
urgent in the wind power sector,
blades manufacturers turn to the
Direct Infusion as a welcomed
innovation. This method allows to
infuse slightly pressurized resin at the
mould's inlets, able to overcome
hoses pressure drops and increasing
the whole process speed. Cannon
developed its DXI direct infusion
machine in order to make easy and
accessible such a revolutionary
approach to blades manufacturing.
Thanks to smart mechanical and
programming solutions the customers
is free to choose different degrees of
automation and control of their
infusion, leading to smooth and
simple transition from the classic
method to Direct Infusion. Cannon
DXI allows in its full conguration the
full automatic control of the infusion
gates allowing for a faster, safer and
more controlled process. The absence
of open-air containers allows the use
of moisture-sensitive formulations
otherwise difcult to process with
standard equipment.

Gluing? G-System!
Designed to help distribute a viscous
Epoxy adhesive paste over the shear
webs and the edges of the two halfshells constituting a standard wind
blade, the Cannon G-System operates
through special pumping systems,
suitable for very thick components. It
provides a continuous recirculation
ow of the components during idle
times: this feature offers optimum
utilisation of the chemicals, with a
signicantly reduced waste of
material.

Pultrusion? Pull One!

An efcient process for obtaining
continuous proles and laminates
using a unidirectional reinforcement
(such as glass or Carbon bres)
impregnated with a reacting
formulation (Polyurethane or Epoxy),
the pultrusion is gaining market
shares in the segment of reinforcing
structures. As the wind blade size
increases, it is a must to reduce

weight while maintaining strength
and stiffness to maximise energy
production efciency. This process
technology assures the mechanical
performances and the lightness
characteristics required for more
productive, reliable, and efcient
wind turbine operations.
Cannon provides for this specic
application a dedicated version of its
medium-pressure dosing units, with a
closed-loop controlled output of ratios
and owrate to allow real-time tracing
of the process, a feature required for
the quality control procedures and
certications mandatory for the
production and commercialization of
critical structural products such as
spar caps.

HP-RTM? E-System!

The manufacture of these giant parts
is undergoing a signicant
development where subcomponents
are assembled into the blade before
the infusion of resins. Some of these
parts made until now with vacuum
RTM could be produced using the HPRTM (High-Pressure Resin Transfer
Moulding) process. This would allow
for a much higher manufacturing
capabilities of high-numbered serial
components, introducing
automotive-like high volume
production processes in the wind
power sector.

Storage, Degassing
and Distribution?
Cannon!

The production of wind generators
requires a massive quantity of
chemicals: imagine that a giant offshore blade needs tons and tons of
materials to be fabricated!
The Epoxy resin, a relatively viscous
liquid, must be degassed,
conditioned and made available for
an infusion process that can last
several hours – at an exact rate of
throughput and stoichiometric ratio
with its hardener. This process
requires accurate control of the
viscosity, thus of the temperature, of
the components, especially to enable
a high-quality degassing.
The logistics of chemicals also play a
fundamental role in the success of
operations.

of additives, temperature
conditioning, distribution of
chemicals to the local day tanks
feeding and recirculation to the
individual infusion machines, are
well established features in Cannon
portfolio. With the above-said order of
magnitude quantities, a failure in any
of these operations might create a
massive problem for the Production
Manager!
Cannon internal engineering
company providing turn-key solutions
for a wide range of industrial needs,
focuses on the design, construction,
installation, and start-up of these
large “chemical plants”, with their
complex series of storage tanks,
distribution networks, conditioning,
and premixing system demanded by
large consumers of formulations.
Holding prestigious references in ve
continents, Cannon designed and
supplied this year one of these large
plants to a world leader in the
production of composite elements for
the wind power industry.

Problems?
Opportunities!

It's useless to remind how COVID-19
affected last year's performance of
every country and all sectors of the
economy.
The wind power industry, which had
already suffered turbulence before
the pandemic, was confronted with
diminishing support of local
governments towards nancing new
Aeolic parks and saw a drastic
erosion of their prots.
The supply of wind turbines has been
rationalised, and governments are reentering the game, but the rising cost
of raw materials increases expenses
and reduces margins.
Despite this, the search for
alternative energies is still growing.
The global demand for wind
generators is there, requiring higher
efciency, affordable investment and
running costs, solutions for the repair
of damaged installations, and the
disposal of dismissed equipment.
Problems or opportunities? Cannon is
here to help with solutions.
Fair winds!

Truck unloading, storage, premixing
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A.I. Technology
for High-Qualit

r, the Number 1 Company globally in major appliances, expands its European presence opening a plant in Romania, where anot

RECOVERY BOILERS
for the Best Efﬁciency

ther Cannon Erg

How can you improve
the efﬁciency of the
energy resources of
your production cycle?
One of the main drivers consists in the installation of a
cogeneration system in which a boiler has the task of
recovering and enhancing the thermal energy contained
in the exhausted fumes generated by the main engine.
This type of application is called High Ef iciency
Cogeneration.
The High Ef iciency Cogeneration, in accordance with the
directive 2004/8/EC of the European Parliament, is
de ined as the production of electrical (or mechanical)
energy combined with the production of heat.
The cogeneration solution allows to save up to 30% of
primary energy compared to the separate production of
electrical (or mechanical) and thermal energy for the
production process. In accordance with the directive,
cogeneration plants have the possibility of accessing the
incentive scheme relating to Energy Ef iciency
Certi icates.
The cogeneration plant therefore, thanks to the saving of
primary energy, allows to reduce global CO₂ emissions
into the atmosphere by reducing the environmental
impact of the production process.

Cannon Bono Energia heat recovery
boilers

Cannon Bono Energia heat recovery boilers are the
technological solution to maximize the recovery of heat
from internal combustion engines or turbogas. In fact, the
heat of the hot fumes is recovered to generate further heat in
form of steam, superheated water or diathermic oil, thus
maximizing energy recovery.
The advantages?
• maximum energy ef iciency
• reduction of energy costs
• reduction of consumption in production processes
Like all Cannon Bono Energia generators, also our heat
recovery boilers are designed and built on speci ic customer
requests, to ensure maximum reliability and lexibility, and
to achieve the highest level of ef iciency, making the most of
energy resources (electrical and thermal energy) and
maximizing the thermal energy recovery of a cogeneration
plant.
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BREAKERS DOWN,

PRODUCTIVITY UP!
e technological evolution of domestic refrigerators demands
today higher thermal insulation performances and lower power
consumption than in the past. Duly modi ed formulations of rigid
Polyurethane foams, expanded with modern blowing methods,
require new injection and polymerisation tools to provide these
desired characteristics while maintaining an aﬀordable industrial
cost. Cannon patented an innovative solution studied for one of the
foaming methods used by the industry to reach these targets, the
multi-head “Breakers Down” injection system.
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The thermal insulation efciency of
Polyurethane foams has been, in the
past thirty years, slightly constrained
by the substitution of traditional
blowing agents with a new generation
of chemicals not harming the
stratospheric layer of Ozone and not
inuencing the global greenhouse
effect, two major concerns for the
Earth's Climate Change problem.
To reduce the refrigerator's global
consumption of electricity while using
less efcient insulation media (two
contradicting requirements, in effect)
the suppliers of formulations have
long been investing signicant
resources in the search for a suitable
chemistry.
One of the most efcient solutions has
been the development of fast-reacting
formulations providing a ne cell
structure with low rate of heat
transmission.
All this happens while the average
size of domestic refrigerators is
growing, with an increasing success
of wider bodies, requiring the use of
up to 12 kg of Polyurethane foam to
comply with the latest Energy
Labelling regulations.
Injecting large quantities of a fastreacting formulation in the walls of a
wide refrigerator body – a task often
complicated by the presence of VIP
panels, cables, pipes and inserts in
the cavity to be lled – requires new
technical solutions.

“Breakers Down”
Foaming
One of the foaming methods utilised
by leading fridge manufacturers
makes use of four mixing heads,
injecting simultaneously. Due to the
peculiar design of a refrigerator
cabinet – featuring a large solid back
wall and the thinnest possible side
walls – it is necessary to inject the
formulation through four holes
located in the four corners of the back
wall. While most of the domestic
refrigerator models are injected
through the compressor area in a
“Breakers Up” cabinet positioning,
the four-head rear wall injection
requires the handling of the empty
cabinet with the fridge compartment
looking downwards, in the so-called
“Breakers Down” position.

To foam a cabinet with its breakers
facing down the male part of the
mould (the plug) must be positioned
in the lower side of the xture, xed
on a shuttling pallet that is extracted
from the jig to automatically load and
unload the fridge with a manipulator.
When an empty cabinet has been
inserted on the plug, this must be
shuttled back into the jig and lifted up
to lock it in the xture, ready for the
injection.
This operation requires numerous
seconds – depending on the size of
the cabinet – and electric power.
A new polymerisation xture has
been recently developed by Cannon
to improve the productivity of these
“Breakers Down” foaming plants.
This new device is designed with a
lower shuttling pallet, holding the
male plug, that also hosts the two
tilting lids of the xture that dene the
top and bottom walls of the fridge,
two structural par ts that are
traditionally hinged on the upper side
of the xture.
This design allows for the elimination
of a long vertical movement of the
plug, because this can be shuttled
freely outside the xture (to unload a
lled cabinet and load an empty one
with an aerial double manipulator)
and moved back in its nal foaming
position without nding on its path
the obstacle of one of the above
mentioned two hinged lids.
A simple vertical short stroke of a few
centimetres – performed quickly by a
mechanical device that locks a series
of cams, holding the xture closed –
makes the xture immediately ready
for the injection.
This short-stroke closing system
saves at least 6 seconds for each
movement: 12 seconds per cabinet
means at least a 7 to 10% higher
productivity for each foaming line!
At the end of a working year it's
serious money…
Four mixing heads –typically the new
FPL SR type – are installed on the
upper part of the structure: handled
by numerically-controlled vertical
manipulators the heads perform the
simultaneous injection of the liquid
formulation, fed by a double highpressure metering unit featuring eight
high-output dosing pumps.

This new short-stroke xture presents
numerous signicant advantages:
• Cycle time reduced by at least 12
seconds,
• Easy and ergonomic ser vice
operations on the plug, that can be
adjusted in size, cleaned and
inspected outside the jig,
• Easy and ergonomic adjustment of
the back wall of the mould,
performed outside the jig through a
sliding guide (optional), allowing
for the introduction of inserts and
spacers where required by the
design of the back of the cabinet,
• Relevant reduction of the
electricity consumed to operate
the vertical stroke of the jig twice
per cycle,
• Reduced vertical size of the xture,
with signicant advantages in
terms of operator's access for
service and cleaning,
• Reduced vertical size of the
foaming plant, that can t even in
low-ceiling buildings, hosting the
whole metering equipment on a
platform above the polymerisation
xtures, thus reducing the whole
plant's footprint.
This new Cannon polymerisation
device, for which a Patent is pending,
nds its optimal utilisation for the
industrial production of large
domestic or commercial refrigerators
with a complex internal conguration,
requiring a high volume of
formulation dispensed in a very short
time.

Industrially Proven,
Available Worldwide
A number of new short-stroke
foaming and polymerisation xtures
have already been delivered by
Cannon in the past two years, earning
the trust of some world-leading
refrigerator manufacturers for their
production plants in Italy and abroad.
Interested in a “Breakers Down”
foaming solution for your domestic or
commercial refrigerators?
Ask one of the numerous Cannon
Ofces around the World, together
we'll nd it easily!
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Talking Heads,
Tomorrow's Music?
“If it's not a revolution, it's something very close to
it.” says Maurizio Corti, the Corporate Technical
Director for Cannon plastics technologies, “The
new Cannon Talking Heads might play a totally
different music from now on, in every Polyurethane
production hall!”
40
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CANNON NEWS: What is a Talking Head, then?
Maurizio Corti: It's our high pressure head's monitoring
project. The concept of “Talking Head”, for Cannon, stems
from the availability of speci ic high pressure mixing
heads designed and engineered to house a series of
sensors allowing the user to monitor their behaviour
during its life cycle.

CN: Can you elaborate this concept?
MC: The enormous possibilities oﬀered today by the data
detection, collection and analysis in real or deferred time,
make it possible to replace the diagnostic method based
on the technical skill and sensitivity of the operators
speci ically assigned to the maintenance of the heads.
By operating remotely, in a way that does not depend on
the experience of individual operators, it is possible to
sense what is happening to the head and to its interaction
with the dosing machine and with the hydraulic control
unit. We patented the concept of “Talking Head” in a way
that we can equip the head with the most suitable sensors
to monitor speci ic requests regarding reliability,
duration, performance, repeatability.

CN: Does this work on a speci ic model of Cannon
mixing head?
MC: Being an open con iguration project, it allows to
equip speci ic Cannon high pressure head models.
The project makes it possible to install over 30 sensors on
a standard FPL SR head, that has been con igured and
patented from the design stage to accommodate these
sensors, in particular those that detect the stress on the
moving elements, usually hydraulic pistons. This
mechanical eﬀort can be locally detected and measured,
compared with the instant pressure applied by the
control oil and with the position of the self-cleaning rod
itself. Comparing and analysing these data one can notice
if a given eﬀort produces the desired movement, if there
is a delay caused by a friction, and predict the next
evolution to that action.

• The high and low pressure recirculation steps that
follow the mixing and pouring phase
We detect and record these data as a function of time and
of precise synchronisation instants: as a simple example,
a min-max band pertaining to each signal or of combined
signals de ines a "good functioning" or activates an
intervention warning when this band is exceeded on both
ends.

CN: What does this mean for the working process?
MC: In this way we guarantee the repetitiveness of the
cycle and we detect if a slow modi ication occurs,
informing the operator, or his supervisor or the
maintenance crew, that proper action can reset the
behaviour or if a more substantial intervention for a
preventative maintenance of that piece of plant is
required. It is possible, for example, to easily detect also
unexpected problems, such as the lack of a luid in a
supply line, or the deterioration of a hydraulic piston seal.

CN: Can you apply this concept only to L-shaped heads?
MC: The itting of these sensors is modular and can also
b e a p p l i e d to t h e s o - c a l l e d “ s t ra i gh t ” h e a d s .
We decided to reserve this premium treatment to the new
(or very recent) Cannon mixing head, though.

CN: How can a customer de ine which sensors to apply
on his heads?
MC: He is expected to agree with his Cannon sales
representative which sensors should be installed and
which ones to test irst, in order to customise their
application according to the complexity of his plant and
to its production habits and real needs.
Sensors are not alone, also the relevant electronic and
transmission systems shall be applied to the control
cabinet. So that we do not want to supply him with useless
gadgets if they will never be used. Keep it simpler, if you
can!

CN: What can you monitor using up to 30 sensors?
MC: We can detect and analyse all the luidic parameters
of the head, both for the control luids and for the
chemicals that must be mixed. It is very important for a
correct diagnosis to detect and compare the signals that
are related to the same phase of the cycle aﬀecting the
head.
These are:
• The recirculation of reactive components,
• The opening of the two chambers, i.e. the mixing
chamber and the discharge duct,
• The mixing phase,
• The closing of the two chambers,
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HOMEZERO
for a Safer Air - a Case History
C l o u d t e c h n o l o g y, t h e
undisputed key element of
the digitization process for a
perfect balance among man,
environment and health.
Homezero technology:
the leading companies

HOMEZERO is a product created by THELAB, an Italian
research laboratory, born from the partnership among
Cannon Automata, FTA and Interlinea, which aims to
develop systems that help companies to increase the
safety values of the person and workplaces.
HOMEZERO is a range of completely Made in Italy air
purication and ltering systems, based on advanced
technology, developed to meet the new hygiene standards
imposed by Covid-19 and to meet the safety needs in
closed spaces such as at home and in workplaces.
HOMEZERO removes harmful particles, smells, pollen,
viruses and mould spores that can cause allergies that
may be more or less serious.

delta
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The purier is equipped with three ltration stages:
• Pre-lter that acts as a barrier against pollen and larger
particles.
• HEPA lter that removes 99.995% of all particles with
dimensions from 0.1 to 0.25 microns.
• The molecular lter eliminates in an optimal way odors
and gases, in particular the harmful radon.
Finally, the UV-C LED lamp sanitizes the air to 99.995%
before introducing it into the environment. The entire
Home Zero line is ISO 13485 Certied as a Class 1
Medical Device.

Problems to solve and customer
needs to satisfy

Closed environments are by their nature a potential source
of pathogenic substances.
Today, more than ever, it is essential to equip the structure
with reliable, efcient and intelligent air extraction and
purication systems, such as to minimize these
substances and be able to communicate to the supplier

strategic and essential information on the status of the
machine.
The lter cleaning and maintenance of the ltering system
components are extremely important elements, since they
depend on the health of people and the respect of microclimatic optimum conditions.
The goal of FTA Srl is to create an intelligent air purication
and ltering system, connected to the cloud, capable of
collecting real time data from the machine and informing
the supplier of its status.
Thanks to the integrated preventive maintenance system,
the machine is able to inform the user in advance, via
alerts, about the scheduled replacement of the lters and
before the occurrence of the fault or any operating
anomalies.
This pragmatic approach allows FTA to continuously
monitor the performance of the lter and thus be able to
plan maintenance activities to the advantage of time and
costs, guaranteeing to the customer the required high
standards of service, product and air quality, eliminating
the risk of dispersing substances harmful to people's
health.
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The Solution Developed by
Cannon Automata

• ANALYSIS AREA: Display of historical data and tables,
dening from the calendar, the time window to be
displayed
• PERFORMANCE AREA: screen that indicates if the
components of the ltration system are functioning
correctly
• MAINTENANCE AREA: counter of total lter operating
hours and remaining lter operating hours
• GEOLOCALIZATION AREA: the supplier will be able to
view the eet of machines installed at the customers'
premises on the map. This aspect is extremely
important for FTA as it can verify where the ltering and
purication systems are located, thus efciently
managing the Service activity.

HOMEZERO is also equipped with the Voice Assistance
application, also developed on the AWS Platform, that
allows the user to interact with the ltering system through
the simple use of voice and natural communication.
In addition to the supplier side interface, Cannon
Automata has also developed for FTA, the customer side
HOMEZERO interface, through which it is possible to
manage the ltering functions, the operating speed and
the PM2.5 and PM10 concentration by choosing three
different modes:
• From the touch screen interface installed on board
• Through the APP, which can be downloaded from
Google and Apple stores
• Via Alexa voice command.

• Product fully integrated and interconnected to devices
on the market
• Optimization of planned maintenance operations,
efciency in the allocation of resources and reduction of
service costs
• Environmental and human sustainability
• Product sustainability, thanks to the high level of quality
of the air and product purication process
• Economic-commercial advantages for the supplier and
also for the customer, because it is a solution based on
SAAS Business model
• Industry 4.0 ready solution
HOMEZERO project was born from the shared vision of
generating ideas and giving life to solutions for a perfect
balance between man, environment and health.
A solution that was developed and produced to respond
promptly to the needs of the market and meet the new
hygiene and safety regulations imposed by the pandemic.
It is not a common air sanitizer but a new and innovative
product in its category, equipped with cutting-edge
technology and enriched with all the digital tools and
solutions that make it a fun, captivating and above all
simple to use product.
To complete this very important project and achieve the
objectives set in a short time, it was fundamental the
presence in the Team of trained and coordinated people.
HOMEZERO is for us a beautiful goal achieved, a
challenge won!

Cannon Automata has developed HOMEZERO AirView
connection, a Cloud-based application, totally developed
on AWS-Amazon Web Service platform, that guarantees
exibility, high performance and accessibility to the
information collected. It allows, via smart devices and
dedicated apps, to control the machine, collecting,
processing and displaying the information collected in real
time on dedicated dashboards.
AirView is characterized by the following views:
• ACTUAL AREA: General screen with dedicated widgets
for the summary display of the real time data of the
status variables.

If connected to the WI-FI network, the system
automatically archives on AWS the instrument air quality
measurement data.

Results and Advantages

The HOMEZERO project is based on cloud, a server-less
technology that in this emergency scenario has played and
will continue to play a fundamental role in order to ensure
maximum continuity of business activities
The platform developed on AWS guarantees FTA several
advantages:
• Data accessibility and machine control
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A Second Life
for Foams?

Recycled PU
Climate change is probably the most important and urgent crisis
the world is facing. Since 1990, CO2 emissions have increased by
more than 50%, dramatically impacting Earth, changing
precipitation cycles and temperatures. And if in developed areas
global warming is endangering the economic infrastructure and
individual sectors, in less developed regions it is compromising
the existential basis of large parts of the population.
To reduce climate change risks and eﬀects, in 2015, 196
Nations signed the Paris Agreement, undertaking to limit
the temperature increase to 1.5°C through a series of
regulations aimed at reducing emissions in the
atmosphere and encouraging ef icient use of energy. In
parallel, Europe is working to be the irst continent with
zero climate impact by 2050.

Reducing energy consumption is the most ef icient way
to limit greenhouse gas emissions and to ensure energy
supply, and in this context Polyurethane, thanks to its
insulation properties, plays a fundamental role.
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The Two Souls of Polyurethane
Why is Polyurethane so strategic for improving energy
ef iciency? Because it is one of the most ef icient and safe
materials to maximize the ef iciency of structures, home
appliances and vehicles, allowing the optimization of the
use of natural resources.

In particular, in the building sector, the thermal insulation
of roofs, walls, windows and pipes with Polyurethane is
the most eﬀective method to keep the temperature
constant, reducing energy consumption and waste, and

also reducing the amount of energy that escapes from
homes.
In household appliances, in the same way, the use of
Polyurethane implies less energy for powering
refrigerators, freezers, water heaters and other similar
equipment, and also less energy consumption.

Finally, PU in vehicles (employed for seating, steering
wheels, cavity illing…) helps to reduce the weight of cars
and trucks, with important eﬀects on fuel savings.
So, if on the one hand Polyurethane is essential to the
energy transition, constituting a fundamental tool, on the
other hand it has an enormous limit: being of synthetic
derivation it is not bio-based, nor biodegradable.

However, in recent years, companies have invested a lot in
search and development to ind new and proper ways of
Polyurethane foam recycling, achieving promising
results.

Is Polyurethane recyclable?

Various Polyurethane foam recycling methods can be
applied depending on the type of polymer, to protect the
environment, at the same time avoiding throwing away
such valuable material.
For some companies, especially those producing
sandwich panels, recycling of Polyurethane foam coming
from process waste represents not only a possibility to be
greener but also an important economic value: just think
that in Europe, for instance, the disposal costs of PU are
around 300 – 400 €/ton.
The three main Polyurethane foam recycling processes
are:
• Chemical recomposition and reintegration as a
polymer: a lot of companies, mainly related to Raw
Material Suppliers, are investing in glycolysis or

molecular cracking plants through which re-obtain the
re-usable polymers from the molded products.
• Thermal valorization: Polyurethane becomes an
energy source, thanks to its high residual calori ic value
for incinerators, allowing the generation of new energy,
eﬀectively replacing fossil fuels.
• Mechanical reintegration: Polyurethane is
mechanically crushed or ground and then inserted into
the virgin raw materials.

Reintegration after Maceration

This type of Polyurethane foam recycling is commonly
used in the production of insulation panels. The
producers of this kind of panels have to manage a
percentage of processing waste ranging from 2% to 5% of
the product itself. For them, the recycling of Polyurethane
foam is a strategic choice.

In this case, the foam is reduced to lakes or powder and is
reintegrated into the liquid foam matrix.

For this kind of Polyurethane foam recycling Cannon has
developed a speci ic process with proper equipment (reintegration module, dosing machine and mixing head):
the laboratory tests performed evidenced that the
conductivity and the expansion of the foam with recycled
Polyurethane integrated, after proper preparation, are by
far similar to that of foam without integrated material,
and also the density is practically the same.

Due to the intrinsic characteristics of the material, the
panels produced with embedded recycled Polyurethane
are optimal to be used in all cases in which the panel is
exposed to water or humidity, sudden changes in
temperature and atmospheric agents.
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New Steam Generator

for Your Factory
of the Future

Considered the fourth industrial revolution,
Industry 4.0 is radically changing the world of
work and the production logic on a global level.
How? By integrating products and processes, machinery
and people, through the use of new technologies and
industrial automation. And even a boiler, with advanced
interconnection systems, can be part of this complex.
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What is Industry 4.0?

Cannon Bono Energia boilers are Industry 4.0 ready,
designed and developed to be fully integrated into
production processes through a series of technologies that
put the boiler in communication with the entire factorysystem, optimizing resources and increasing the efciency
and sustainability of the whole production.

Industry 4.0 is a paradigm shift: starting from the old
concept of factory, we now move to the smart factory,
whose production processes are connected and
integrated, with the ultimate goal of optimizing resources
and increasing total efciency.
Thanks to industrial automation and the integration of new
technologies, products and processes, physical and digital
systems, are now interconnected and fully automated, in
order to increasing productivity and reducing waste.

With Industry 4.0, the digitalization of the factory
becomes a strategic advantage for companies, which can
thus make a difference, being more competitive and
sustainable.

The Key Enabling Technologies (KETs) of Industry 4.0 are
those technologies considered strategic for growth and
employment as they allow the development of solutions or
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Industry 4.0: Enabling Technologies

technological improvements through research
experiences capable of revitalizing the production system.
For this reason, they are the milestones of the fourth
industrial revolution.

Access all the Bene ts of Industria
4.0 with Cannon Bono Energia
Steam Generators

Do you know that even with a Cannon Bono Energia steam
generator you can take advantage of the benets provided
by Industry 4.0?In fact, Cannon Bono Energia boilers are
designed to offer all the most advanced and key enabling
technologies in Industry 4.0, being “Systems for quality
and sustainability assurance”.

Their integration system, developed in partnership
with Cannon Automata, allows to insert and
integrate the steam generator with the other
factory logistic systems, monitoring the processes
to ensure and track the quality of the nal product.
The integration also permits the qualication of
the production processes in a documentary
manner, and the connection to the factory
information system.
The advantages of this solution?
• Maximum plant performance;
• Energy and fuel savings;
• Reduction of the environmental impact;
• Extended plant life time thanks to the absence of
sudden loads-changes.
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EV BATTERIES
by Cannon

Climate change affecting the Earth in recent
years has led governments and institutions
around the world to set important targets: the
reduction of emissions and global warming.
Strategies put in place to achieve these goals
generally affect all economic sectors but have a
greater impact on some more than others.
52
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One of the sectors most touched by emission reduction
measures is the transport one. It is currently responsible
for the consumption of about one-third of the energy
produced in the world and produces about 70% of
greenhouse gas emissions. For this reason, the research
into alternative engines and fuels has accelerated.
Since 2010, the automotive market has increasingly
turned towards vehicle electri ication, which is
considered the best option to reduce air pollution and
contribute to the greenhouse gas reduction target.
It is estimated that by 2030 the 40% of all new cars will be
electric, probably reaching 100% in 2040.
Similarly, electric micro-mobility has also experienced
rapid growth, with huge potential for market expansion,

especially in China, Europe, and the US. In these
countries, Shared electric scooters (e-scooters), electricassist bicycles (e-bikes), and electric mopeds are now
becoming established.

EV Battery market overview

In this scenario, the global demand for EV batteries is
bound to increase and, in parallel, their capacity as well.
"The average battery pack size across all-electric lightduty vehicles sold (including Battery Electric Vehicle BEVs - and Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicle - PHEVs)
continues an upwards trend; it is now 44 kWh, up from
37 kWh in 2018, and BEVs in most countries are in the 50-
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70 kWh range. This increase is driven by two trends: BEV
models with longer ranges are becoming available and
are increasingly in demand, and the share of BEVs
compared to PHEVs is rising.
For BEVs, smaller battery packs tend to be favored in
Asian countries, while larger ones dominate the North
American and European markets".
If the center of gravity of the automotive market shifts
towards electric vehicles, it becomes strategic for all
countries to equip themselves with battery production
facilities.
While some companies, such as Tesla, have chosen to
invest in in-house battery manufacturing, other OEMs are
focusing on agreements with industry giants.
News of these days is the joint venture between Volvo and
the Swedish manufacturer Northvolt, to create an R&D
center in Sweden in 2022 and the building a Gigafactory of
about 50-gigawatt hours/year in Europe by 2026.
Similarly, Porsche has made an important agreement with
Customcells to create a plant in Europe with a capacity of
100-megawatt hours. And also Stellantis in Italy is going
to set its irst Gigafactory, with a supposed investment of 1
billion euros.
Investments of about 1 billion for Gigafactory, strongly
supported by governments, who see in these projects an
important possibility of development of their country.
Europe is therefore dotting itself with these megacompanies (some as big as 70 soccer ields) to achieve
independence in component sourcing and compete with
the American and Asian giants, which alone cover 97% of
global demand for electric car batteries.

EV Batteries producers'
requirements and Cannon offer

The dynamism that drives the electric vehicle battery
market requires battery manufacturers to have a strong
ability to adapt to sudden changes. A capacity that is then
re lected throughout the supply chain.
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Flexibility, the ability to respond quickly to changes in
projects, and reliability are therefore the characteristics
that manufacturers of EV batteries look for in their
suppliers.
The Cannon Group, already a supplier of important
companies in the sector such as CATL (Contemporary
Amperex Technology Co. Limited), has gained in recent
years a deep knowledge of battery production processes,
oﬀering customized solutions for all production phases.
Its global presence, furthermore, guarantees eﬀective
local support in all the project phases.

Future developments of EV Battery

Battery producers are now working on battery design, to
increase the energy capacity and cut production costs.
CATL, for example, seeks to remove the battery
intermediary module components, to reduce pack costs
and increasing energy density up to 20%.
Tesla, whose Gigafactories are in the terawatt-hour
range, is studying batteries that can provide, for the same
footprint with traditional batteries, 5 times more energy,
6 times more power, and 16 percent more range.
This cuts production costs by about 50%.
As an established technology, Li-ion batteries will
continue to dominate the market for decades to come.
However, alternative technologies are emerging that can
overcome the performance limitations imposed by Li-ion
batteries, although none have yet been tested in realworld conditions. One example is the Lithium-metal
solid-state battery, which has been prototyped by several
companies but is still in the testing phase.

LFI

One Target, More Solutions
Long Fibre Injection – or InterWet as Cannon prefers to call this
technology – gained new fans since it's combined with other
processes able to impart a nice finish grade surface to the moulded
pieces. Cannon is the only Polyurethane equipment supplier able to
provide the full equipment for both different solutions for this
sophisticated process.
Since its introduction on the market nearly 25 years ago,
the InterWet technology has appealed to the producers of
large, stiff elements made with a combination of long
glass bres and rigid Polyurethane foam.
Small series of large structural elements could be moulded
with a very exible industrial equipment, using economic
resin or aluminium moulds and robotised and
synchronised distribution of chopped glass and chemical
formulations. Think of large, stiff body elements for
tractors, earth movers, trucks and buses, large
containment panels for air conditioning gear, strong
manholes etc…
The technology of Internal Wetting, also called Long Fibre
Injection (LFI), provided parts whose surface quality did
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not always satisfy the end users, due to the visibility of
glass bres and the induced quality surface.

Smooth Surface Demanded

Soon the market demanded smoother surfaces that were
initially provided with a painting process following the
moulding phase. The search for a simpler solution,
possibly in one industrial step, led to the development of a
moulding process based on the application, over the open
mould, of a smooth barrier coating immediately followed
by the deposition of the glass bre/Polyurethane blend.
The barrier coating absorbed the roughness of the
chopped glass and provided a variety of colours and
surface aspects that pleased the end users.

Two Solutions, at Cannon

In addition to the World famous series of Polyurethane
dispensers, mixing heads and plants, Cannon holds in its
Plastics Division a line of industrial thermoformers
specialised in large parts.
Integrating a large thermoformer in a InterWet line has
been an interesting exercise, able to provide a fullyautomated production isle suitable for handling large,
three-dimensional aesthetic plastic sheets back-foamed
with a reinforcing layer of glass-reinforced Polyurethane.
When using this technical combination, the part is
thermoformed in a dedicated unit, then it can be
automatically transported in a press where it sits precisely
in the lower side of a mould. An InterWet mixing head
mounted a suitable anthropomorphic robot distributes the
chopped glass/ Polyurethane blend at high output rate
over the entire thermoformed parts, and at the end of this
process the press can quickly close the mould and reduce
the thickness to the desired size.
For those end users still requiring a production line based
on barrier coating plus LFI, Cannon developed a special
solution, exploiting the superior performances provided by
the LS10 spray head for the application of the barrier
coating layer and of the new InterWet mixing head for the
chopped glass/Polyurethane blend. These two operations
are performed in a common spray booth, with two
opposite robots that apply on the same mould, in rapid
sequence, the two different chemical formulations. At this
point, things get complicated...
To ensure a fast demoulding time of the parts – a
mandatory step for the high productivity demanded to
these industrial lines – the chemical suppliers applied a
quite high reactivity to their formulations.
The lower mould half, where the double deposition of
chemicals has just been applied, needs to be joined to its
other half and compressed, in order to provide the desired
thickness to the moulded piece: this operation must be
fast, otherwise the chemicals will harden prior to the
compression, and the result will be a scrap. Moving really
quickly a mould of a tractor hood or of a bus fender,
weighing several tons, isn't exactly a walk in the park,
right?

of the formulations with two very different mixing heads, a
compact LS10 for the barrier coating and a larger FPL-IW
for the chopped glass/Polyurethane blend, fed by two
independent high-pressure metering machines.
At the end of the InterWet spraying process the shuttle
brings the huge mould under the press at a speed of up to
800 mm/sec.
The press, featuring 600 Tons of clamping force and 400
mm/sec of vertical stroke speed, quickly closes the mould
and completes in a few minutes the polymerisation
phase.
A huge structural part, with a perfect surface nish, can
be produced every few minutes depending on the part
dimension, shape and relevant chemical system used.
The spray cabin is suitable for a future doubling of the
polymerisation process, adding a second press on the
opposite side. Dosing machines, heads and robots are
already suitable for an enlargement of the plant.
Signed in March 2021, the contract plans the delivery
and the start-up of the whole plant before the end of this
year.
Once more Cannon conrmed their capacity of acting as a
One-Stop-Shop provider of integrated solutions, able to
handle the full responsibility of a complex supply, which
involves various processes, materials, skills and
technologies.
The international network of Cannon Ofces can provide
marketing consultancy and technical service in more than
40 countries, worldwide: this technology is available
everywhere, in a reliable way!

A Recent Success Story

A major producer of large plastic parts for the
transportation industry, located in Central Europe,
required a suitable solution for moulding elements of a
new e-bus. After having discussed other solutions with
their current supplier, they approached Cannon for a
technical discussion of the project. A solution based on
barrier coating and LFI was envisaged. Moulding tests
were organised in Cannon Afros R&D laboratory in
Caronno Pertusella, twenty km north of Milano, Italy,
where both technical solutions were successfully proven
and the results validated.
The supply of two high-pressure metering units and two
mixing heads – one for each process – two dispensing
robots, a fast shuttling robot and a press was agreed,
together with the whole ancillary equipment for spraying,
air ventilation, safeties and controls.
A special hydraulic press, with platens of 2,500 by 3,500
mm and the upper one able to tilt 90 degrees, has been
coupled with a heavy-duty shuttle with three working
positions. The shuttle moves the lower mould-half from
the unloading station to the adjacent InterWet process
station: two dedicated robots perform the spraying phases
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HAIER Tech Romania
Selects V.A.I.

Haier zeroes distance with consumers by
opening its ﬁrst cooling facility in the EU.
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Haier, the Number 1 Company
gl o b a l ly i n m a j o r a p p l i a n c e s ,
expands its European presence
opening a plant in Romania, where
another Cannon Ergos Vacuum
Assisted Injection (V.A.I.) cabinet
foaming line is used.
The Cannon solution was chosen
again after ten years of successful
utilisation of various V.A.I. plants,
using Dow`s patented PASCAL™
technology.
T h i s p r o ve n s o l u t i o n f o r t h e
production of energy-ef icient
refrigerators, when used with
Cannon`s V.A.I. technology in the
household appliance segment, helps
reducing the refrigerator's energy
use and greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions.
Haier has been obtaining these
results since 2010 with Cannon
foaming plants operating in
Chongqing, Qingdao, Hefei and
Zhongde in China, one – recently
doubled in size - in Russia and one in
Thailand.

The latest supply to Haier Europe's
Romanian plant includes:
• two V.A.I. polymerisation lines,
e a c h i n c l u d i n g fo u r Ro to / 2
f o a m i n g i x t u re s a n d t h re e
stationary ones,
• two Cannon A-System 200
PentaTwin machines,
• four Cannon FPL SR 26 mixing
heads,
• the premixing station to prepare
two diﬀerent Polyol/blowing
agents blends, with the possibility
to be automatically available onthe- ly at injection points,
according to the type of cabinet to
be illed with foam, even for a
totally-random access order of the
models,
• the electronic control of the plant,
including a tracking system able to
record all the injection parameters

used for each cabinet,
• the complete set of safety devices
required for handling an
hydrocarbon blowing agent.
In addition to this cabinet foaming
plant, a complete door foaming plant
has been supplied by Cannon Ergos.
This includes:
• one C30 oval carousel system for
moulds,
• one A-System 100 PTD dosing
machine, in double layout
con iguration, able to feed two
mixing heads simultaneously,
• two Cannon FPL 18 SR selfcleaning mixing heads, pouring at
the same time,
• the electronic control of the plant,
with a dedicated system to record
all the injection parameters used
for each door.
Cannon Legos, the Group Company in
charge of plant's integration and
special projects, supplied at the same
time a sophisticated storage and preblending station for the formulation
of the Polyol blends required for both
cabinet and door foaming.
The tenth Cannon V.A.I. cabinet
foaming plant for Haier and the door
foaming carousel were delivered to
their Haier Tech plant in Romania
earlier this year and are currently in
production.

V.A.I. Technology
for High-Quality
Refrigerators

The special feature of these foaming
plants is represented by the use of
vacuum within the refrigerator's wall
cavity during the injection of the
foam and the relevant illing time.
By applying vacuum into the complex
mould cavity where a domestic
refrigerator is illed with rigid
Polyurethane, the V.A.I. technology
facilitates the expansion of the foam

into the cabinet, providing
substantial bene its:
• Increased productivity per
foaming station: thanks to the use
of highly-reactive formulations
that provide a faster demoulding
time, a 135-second curing cycle is
now the reference for a wall
thickness up to 10 cm,
• Optimised distribution of foam
throughout the whole cabinet: a
uniform density of 33 +/-1 kg/m³
is constantly achieved,
• Substantial foam savings: up to
6% are regularlyobtained in a inetuned plant,
• Optimum insulation
performances: the foam Lambda
value is as low as 18.5 mW/m °K
with CycloPentane as blowing
agent.
It is important to understand that the
unique advantage provided by the
Cannon solution is an optimum
combination of low Lambda value,
low foam density and low
demoulding time: other solutions
provide one or the other bene it, but
none is able to combine them all!

V.A.I. – An
International Success

Cannon have, so far, provided 15
refrigerator cabinets complete
foaming plants based on V.A.I.
technology, many of them are
installed in the factories, in China and
abroad, of Haier, the white appliances
world leaders.
In addition to these production lines,
some laboratory ixtures have been
supplied to major suppliers in
diﬀerent parts of the world.
I n t o t a l , o v e r 1 5 0 V. A . I .
polymerisation ixtures are in
operation, providing customers with
superior advantages in terms of
quality, productivity and reliability!
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RECYCLED
CARBON
FIBER

WINS

Innovative Recycling is a
Swiss company that has
been producing recycled
Carbon ber non-woven
fabric for diﬀerent
applications since 2016.
With an innovative Cannon
plant, the company
produces recycled Carbon
sheets that, once milled, will
become dental prostheses.

A little more than a year after our rst meeting, these days
we spoke with Enrico Rocchinotti, CEO of Innovative
Recycling, who told us how the last year went and about
some nice projects in progress.
CANNON NEWS: Hi Enrico, and thanks for this second
interview. We met just over a year ago, but it seems like a
century ago. How have you lived through this pandemic
year?
Enrico Rocchinotti: The past year has seen a general and
worldwide slowdown in all sectors, except a few, such as
pharmaceuticals. For those of us who work a lot with
Southeast Asia, orders for recycled Carbon ber in powder
form stopped in April 2020 and only picked up again in
November. Fortunately, we are seeing a boom in demand
during this period, so the situation is improving. But the
general slowdown has been compounded by another big
problem for us: the inability to move.
The product we manufacture with your plant, i.e. an
innovative dental prosthesis, needs a promotion that is
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inseparable from the "physical" participation in
conferences and meetings with professionals. Being able
to see up close and touch a denture made of recycled
Carbon ber is essential to understand its quality, even
compared to the materials commonly used for the same
type of product, such as PMMA, zirconia...
CN: And how did you react to this situation?
ER: First of all, we have opened branches in countries
that are strategic for us, such as Argentina, Russia, and
the United Arab Emirates, where we have decided to
make investments: we have taken over dental ofces and
machinery and are beginning to promote and distribute
our products directly to our clients.
For the other countries, we will nd partners who will take
care of the distribution. We have also tried to optimize our
manufacturing, developing products that always start
from a multi-layer slab of consolidated recycled Carbon
ber sheets.

CN: Which products have you developed?
ER: The rst product we have created and which is already
on the market are the buckles. The starting slab, which in
this case is generally thinner than that used to produce
prostheses, is milled into various shapes to create the
buckle.
Other projects currently underway involve the production
of sports equipment and automotive components.
But in general, Innovative Recycling ts into a niche
market halfway between metal and Carbon: recycled
Carbon ber is the best solution for metal replacement,
with many advantages in terms of price and weight.
CN: A small jump back to the genesis of the plant: when
you turned to Cannon, did you already know how to make
the nished product?
ER: Yes, we had an idea, but there were a few steps to
work out, like pre-impregnation. Let me explain: the preimpregnation of the non-woven Carbon ber fabric is
complex because once it has been laid out and passed
through the resin tank, the fabric does not have a very high
mechanical resistance, and therefore dragging it full of
resin entails serious risks of tearing.
We had overcome this problem by quilting the fabric with
nylon thread, but the result was not satisfactory.
We turned to Cannon, whose expertise in composites was
well known, and presented our problem: Cannon solved
the issue by bypassing pre-impregnation and going
directly from non-woven fabric to consolidated multi-layer
stacks in a single operation.
In my opinion, this is the real added value, which makes
our plant unique.
CN: Can you better explain the added value you recognize
in Cannon's conception and realization of this plant?
ER: Cannon's main contribution was to have validated, at
the same time as the design, some fundamental processes
to be able to continue with the project. In other words, a
recycled Carbon ber sheet had never been produced in

this way; Cannon set up bench tests on the y on a small
scale to validate the solution, thus dening the way
forward. All with the support of Cannon's strong attitude
to nd a solution to every possible problem.
CN: What are the strong points of this line?
ER: From my point of view, there are two strong points:
uniqueness and versatility.
We are the owners of a unique line, custom-designed
according to our needs, which allows us to have an
extremely high-performance product that is also
extremely competitive, even from an economic point of
view. Moreover, the versatility of this plant allows us to
produce different products with different technologies,
thus improving our competitiveness both on existing
products and on innovative ones.
CN: Let's pause for a moment on versatility: which
technologies are at the base of the plant?
ER: This line has been conceived to manage three
different production modes: the rst one is the classic one
and it is the idea from which the project started, i.e. the
impregnation with LLD (Liquid Lay Down) technology
outside the press; the second one is the high-pressure
closed mold injection (RTM technology), achievable with
a minimum adjustment of the mold and the plant; nally,
it is also possible to produce using the compression
molding technology, thus inserting the pre-impregnated
material inside the mold.
CN: And nally, the last question: what's cooking in the
pot?
ER: As I mentioned before, we have a couple of extremely
interesting projects underway, and others are on the way.
All involve continuous production cycles of recycled
Carbon ber plates.
Certainly, given our experience, you will be the reference
partner for these developments.
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Success Story:
Magna Exteriors
Selects Cannon
for composite space frame
liftgate reinforcement

The transformations in the automotive sector, which
have already been underway for several years,
accelerated in early 2021 after a signiﬁcant slowdown
due to the spread of the Covid-19 pandemic.
Highly stringent CO₂ emission limits, primarily imposed
by the EU, are leading to increasing penetration of electric
vehicles, more ef icient energy use, and lighter vehicle
mass. It is estimated that, on average, a 100 kg weight
reduction will reduce CO₂ emissions by 10 g/km. In this
scenario, innovation and sustainability are the concepts
driving the activities of car manufacturers, which are
even more investing in research and development
projects in order to ind new solutions for meeting
environmental goals, including emission reduction and
fuel savings.
The Magna Group, North America's largest auto parts
manufacturer, has made sustainability its forte,
combating climate change through the creation of
innovative products and energy-conscious
manufacturing. The composite space frame liftgate
reinforcement is one of these innovative products:
developed at Magna Exteriors' facility in the Czech
Republic in partnership with Cannon, the composite
space frame is a tubular frame with a Polyurethane core
foam, covered with a layer of continuous glass iber
infused with a polyurethane thermoset resin. A new
technology that can be employed for other applications,
and can help car manufacturers meeting their target of
vehicle mass reduction.
We talked about all this with Magna Exteriors, whom we
thank for their availability.
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CANNON NEWS: Let's start with your idea of
sustainability: how do you interpret this concept, and
what goals have you set for the short term?
Magna Exteriors: At Magna, our sustainability goals are
people, product, and process. Our mission is to deliver
solutions for a better tomorrow.
We are focused on delivering products that help
customers achieve their sustainability goals, including
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reaching a Carbon-neutral future and improving fuel
economy. With innovative products and energyconscious manufacturing, we are ighting climate change
and reducing our global Carbon footprint. Our short-term
approach to sustainability is to be Carbon neutral by
2025 in our European operations and by 2030 in our
global operations.

CN: Innovation is in your DNA, and you are globally
recognized for your solutions in terms of lightweight,
autonomy, and electri ication of vehicles and smart
mobility. What is the “secret ingredient” of your R&D
Department and in what direction is it moving?
ME: At Magna, we are constantly innovating and looking
for new opportunities to continue to grow. We do this by
making sure that we are aligned with the proper areas of
our industry and consumer trends to inding the
openings where innovation can develop. Ultimately, it
comes down to our people who are doing the work.
Our engineers are experts in solving problems and
inding innovative solutions for not only our products but
our manufacturing processes as well.

CN: Magna products are synonymous with exclusive
quality, which can be granted also by extending the
concept of quality to the entire manufacturing system.
What are the "must-haves" from your suppliers from a
quality perspective?
ME: From a quality perspective, we would expect our
suppliers to meet the same quality standards we have at
Magna Exteriors.
In addition, we want our suppliers to consider cost and
process ef iciency in all of their solutions. Innovation is
our core. Our suppliers should continue to bring
innovations and new innovative materials when
collaborating on projects.

CN: Let's talk about the relationship with Cannon:
which reasons drive Magna to select Cannon as a
partner to develop a new, revolutionary approach for
HP-RTM Technology?
ME: Magna initially selected Cannon as a partner for the
Composite Spaceframe development due to their ability
to provide all the necessary machinery: presses, dosing
units and molds. What helped turn this idea into a reality
is their strong R&D team and their open-mindedness to
the ideas we brought to them. We had interesting
brainstorming sessions where the word "no" was never
said. No matter what, we were able to ind a solution.

CN: Which are the advantages of this solution?
ME: This is the irst high-volume application of space
frame reinforcement technology for automotive tailgates
and liftgates. The Magna Exteriors engineering team, with
the help of several machines, materials, and tool
suppliers, combined its unique knowledge about design,
materials, and processing to address the challenge of
reducing weight using composite materials and
manufacturing processes. The result achieves a 10
percent mass reduction over steel reinforcements and
meets all OEM performance requirements.
This innovation has changed the view of standard rear
door production. It gave room for new design features,
more complicated and bolder shapes, and inally, reduced
weight. The competition also oﬀers plastic rear doors but
with far smaller dimensions, because they do not have a
reinforcing element like our composite frame. We are
much more lexible and oﬀer customers much more
freedom and customization.

CN: And now a look to the future: what challenges will
you face?
ME: Looking to the future, Magna will face many

challenges that we will need to consider as we develop
our products: powertrain architecture and
electri ication, changing consumer interests and the
increased need for lightweighting. With that, there are
increasing demands for sustainable solutions that will
drive us to further develop materials, processes, and
manufacturing to meet OEM requirements.

Of course, we are also always looking at improving
ef iciency in our costs through developing more
innovative ways to make our product and manufacturing
solutions more ef icient. Lastly, we are challenged with
the globalization of our processes and materials as we
gain new customers in new regions. There will always be
challenges ahead, but Magna can overcome them.
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THE ZINUS
EXPERIENCE
Zinus (www.zinus.com) is a rapidly growing e-commerce
mattress and furniture company specializing in mattresses,
bed foundations, platform beds, sofas, and loveseats, all
shipped directly to customers' doors.
For their rst North American advanced manufacturing
facility in McDonough, Georgia, the Company invested
$108 million and created more than 800 jobs in Henry
County. For the giant storage farm feeding chemicals to
their slabstock foaming line Zinus relied on Cannon
experience, local presence and global attitude.
64
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The entrepreneurial Mr. Youn Jae Lee started his business
in South Korea, rst building camping tents in 1979.
He then moved Zinus into the bedding business in 2004,
having now provided more than 15 million sleepers and
sitters a place to relax. Innovation and customer
satisfaction are at the forefront of Zinus' designs.
Numerous patents have been led in the past years.
The use of natural materials – including Green Tea, Olive
Oil, Active Charcoal – in the foams, to eliminate harmful
phthalates, chemical ame retardants and formaldehyde,
has been one of the innovations introduced in the sleeper's
market: the latest one covers the introduction of a cooling
gel in memory foams, to provide more comfy sleeping
experience in hot climates.
After having expanded their presence in China and
Indonesia with up to 6 million sq ft of production facilities,
entering in the Top 10 World producers of foam, Zinus
opened this year their rst US manufacturing operation in
McDonough, Henry County, Georgia, with an investment
of $108 million.
Their existing slabstock foaming line required a proper
feed of chemicals, in order to comply with the huge
production volumes expected and a great variety of
formulations demanded to cope with various product lines
and markets.

An Intense International
Cooperation
Cannon Korea started the contact with Zinus
Headquarters, and introduced Cannon expertise in the
eld of foaming lines, storage farms, innovative expansion
methods using the patented CarDio™ system.
Through a well-orchestrated team work various Cannon
Companies approached the technical specications and
built a global approach for this major bid.
The challenge was important: a chemical storage with 27
large storage tanks was required, in a dedicated building
adjacent to the production hall.
The nature of some chemicals demanded a very strict
respect of OSHA regulations, with a technical
specication for piping that excluded the use of anged
connections and included a long stretch of pipes in a
trench underground.
The mix of chemicals included TDI, MDI, various grades
of Polyols (including high viscosity and viscoelastic ones)
and of llers such as mineral ame retardants, Green Tea
leaves, Corn Starch, Blue Gel, Charcoal, etc…
To complicate the task, a very tight delivery time was
requested, nine months from order to production.
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The combined efforts of four Cannon Companies paid, the
proposed solution – supplied under the form of a true
“turn-key package” – as well as the complete t to US
standards and rules, convinced the management of Zinus
and the contract was obtained, against a erce and
qualied international competition.
But getting the order was the simplest part of the job:
signed in July 2020 – deeply in COVID-19 crisis – the
whole lot had to be in working conditions by Spring
2021… just like making a baby!

A Complex Task, As Usual…
Cannon Legos, the engineering Company of Cannon in
charge of providing turn-key solutions to customers
sourcing the various parts inside and outside the Group
was appointed as Project Leading Unit. In strict
cooperation with Cannon USA they designed the whole
storage, the 14 needed piping rings recirculating the
chemicals between storage tanks and foaming point, the
temperature control and pumping systems and all the
required safety and electronics.
In the meantime two local suppliers of hardware and
installation labour were outsourced in the USA, to reduce
transportation costs and comply with local construction
norms. All the vehicles needed to lift and transport parts in
the construction site were rented locally, as well as all
heavy tools, compressors and other equipment required,
in the spirit of proving a true “turn-key solution”.
The installation of tanks and piping in the new storage
buildings started in December 2020, and advanced at
high speed through the whole winter to match Customer's
tight deadline.
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More than four km of steel pipes, with diameters ranging
from 3 to 6 inches and all fully thermally insulated, were
laid along the distribution circuit, which includes a 40metres long underground tunnel. From a special ventilated
building all the Isocyanates lines have been made with
welded joints, using magnetic couplings on every
pumping group and special valves to intercept the ow.
Around 10 km of electric and signal cables and optic
bres were laid in racks and shielded ducts, connecting
14 remote I/Os distributed stations and 3 HMI totems. All
the digital equipment was sourced in the US, for easy
service and spares supply when necessary in future.
At the busiest time of the erection more than 50 among
mechanics and electricians were active on site, with a
great support from Cannon USA.
In addition to the whole storage farm, that covers today the
surface of a small football eld, Cannon Viking in the
meantime discussed and has been awarded a complete
CarDio™ kit for the addition of Natural Liquid Carbon Dioxide
blowing agent to the existing foaming line, destined to help
producing the softest and lightest degrees of exible foam.

A Complete Success, in Time
In perfect time according to schedule, the whole storage
farm was connected to the foaming line in March 2021
and is now in regular industrial production.
“This has really been a beautiful team work” says Monica
Grosso, the Sales Manager of Cannon Legos, “We must
praise the joined staffs of Cannon Korea, Cannon USA,
Cannon Viking, Cannon Legos and of our Holding
Cannon Spa for this outstanding performance. Well
done, Cannon Team!”

Continuous Production of Thin

COMPOSITE LAMINATES
Despite the negative impact of COVID-19, the composite material
market is expected to grow by 5% within 2026. The main
technological advantages in this ﬁeld come mainly from the
aerospace and defense industry, sectors which are driving the
market growth, but new applications emerge almost every day in
different sectors.
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A common factor, however, is the
interest in very thin composite
l a m i n a t e s , o f va r i a b l e l e n g t h
depending on the applications, with
high performing mechanical,
structural, and resistance features.

For the production in continuous of
these particular laminates, Cannon
has developed an unwinding and
molding line for the production of an
overlay, pre-impregnated multilayer,
with a maximum thickness up to
3mm.

The Unwinding
Section

This irst section of the line consists
of an unwinding station that can
accommodate up to 18 reels of
prepreg composite material.

Depending on the thickness of the
laminate to be obtained, a series of
rollers are unwound and the layers
are passed through two pressure
rollers, which allows the constant
and uniform dragging of the
overlapping prepreg layers.

At this point, the material passes on a
roller conveyor where an electrical
device welds together the layers and
prepares them for the next phase
(operation to be done only at the
beginning of production) and where
the operator can perform a irst
visual inspection.

The Consolidation
Phase
T h e m a te r i a l i s d r ive n i n to a
hydraulic press with heated platens
fo r c o n s o l i d a t i o n . T h e p re s s ,
modularly structured to allow a
distribution of the closing force,
features a short-refrigerated area at
the entry side of the material. This
precaution is essential to avoid that
during the heating process the resin
lows in the direction of entry of the
laminates, causing possible negative
eﬀects on the quality of the piece that
would be obtained from the next
molding. A dedicated system is used
to unwind, at the inlet of the press,
two release ilms that prevent the
material to enter in direct contact
with the press platens and avoid
adhesion; the ilms are then rewound
at the outlet of the press. At the end of
this process, the consolidated
composite laminate obtained will
have a desired inal thickness
according to the number of layers
used.

The Heating Module

After leaving the press, the material
immediately enters a second heating
station with radiating plates.
In this phase, the material will
complete the hardening process,
while the newly unwound portion of
the laminate is consolidating in the
press.

Final Check and
Winding
Once ready, the composite laminate
passes over a second roller conveyor
for further inspection. In order to
facilitate the visual control of the
lower surface of the laminate, an
inclined mirror and dedicated
lighting have been incorporated.
The second couple of rollers guides
t h e m a te r i a l ( w i t h o u t a d d i n g
additional tensioning) through a
laser reader that checks the
consistency of the laminate
thickness.
Finally, the material is wound on a
motorized reel, to be easily
transportable and usable in the
subsequent processing stages to
obtain the inal product.

An Automatic System

The whole plant and the entire
continuous molding process is fully
m a n a g e d a n d c o n t ro l l e d by a
dedicated control system, con igured
to store all the diﬀerent process
parameters for each product.
This allows a quick setup of the
system every time the same product
is manufactured again.

Furthermore, all Cannon equipment
can be out itted with a CONNECT-IT
data collection system, which allows
for the complete integration of the
plant into the factory system.
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Sustainable
Waste Water

for Paper
Mills

Papermill water treatment cannot be a
purely technical exercise. It is much more
than that: it is a balance between
feasibility and environmental and
economic sustainability. Aspects that
complicate the approach to the issue and
make it challenging. is challenge is
met by the experience of a company
specializing in the design and
production of water treatment plants,
which works alongside paper mills.
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Managing water resources is part of a paper mill's strategy
and some companies specialize in working alongside
paper manufacturers in this area. We met - virtually - one
of them, a company with over 40 years of experience in
the sector: Cannon Artes.

Being a Partner

When it comes to paper mill water, there are two basic
aspects to be distinguished: water entering the cycle and
water leaving the process. In both cases, there are critical
issues that need to be taken into account to understand
and decide how to intervene. "Whatever their destination production or utilities - incoming water must have special
characteristics depending on how it is used," says Fabio
Lucariello, area manager and pulp & paper specialist at
the company. "Similarly, there are critical issues to be
considered concerning wastewater.
Specically, this includes not only the efuent that the
paper mill discharges into a nal receptor - most
commonly into the sewerage system or surface water - but
also the water that, after being treated, is reused within
the production cycle. At Cannon Artes we can intervene on
both fronts, nding the most suitable technical solutions
for the different situations and most specic to the needs
of the individual paper mill". Although the company is an
engineering company that builds plants, the approach
taken is one of consultancy, "understood as the provision
of decades of experience in the study and choice of the
best technologies for the specic purposes of the paper
mill".
The factors to be taken into account when assessing
primary water include "the characteristics of the incoming
water, which in Italy is generally taken from a river or a
well; and, downstream of the production process, the
outgoing water or efuent, which is wastewater".
The choice of which technology to adopt depends on what
type of water enters the treatment plant and the objectives
the paper mill wants to achieve. "The best solution must
be understood both from a technical management point of
view and in terms of optimizing operating costs", the latter
being an important consideration.
"WE TAKE A CONSULTANCY APPROACH, WHICH
MEANS CHOOSING THE BEST TECHNOLOGIES FOR THE
PAPER MILL'S USE OF WATER".

Water Reuse: When, How, and Why

Closing the cycles and reusing water is of paramount
importance. "Paper mills are among the top companies in
terms of circularity and this is certainly an important
driving force. Specically, in the area of water treatment,
they are among the most advanced manufacturing
companies in terms of water recovery rates and this is one
of their main strengths. This is one of their main strengths.
Cannon Artes nds fertile ground here for the development
of our solutions, which we always propose with precise
objectives: optimizing water, energy, and chemical
consumption. The technical solutions offered, in any case,
aim to be sustainable both from an environmental and
economic point of view, two aspects, Lucariello
emphasizes, that must always go hand in hand.
"Total closure of the cycles is technically feasible, but
when it comes to the economic aspect, it is still difcult to
be sustainable due to several problems associated with
water reuse. One example is the salinity that paper mill
wastewater reaches and which, together with organic
pollutants, is one of the parameters that most limits the

possibility of reusing water.
The concentration of dissolved salts deriving from the
production process is a problem whose solution at the
plant level is impactful, both in terms of investment and
management costs. For our part, we push the treatment of
efuents to optimize their quality, but there is a limit
beyond which it would be difcult to go. So, although from
a purely technical point of view the construction of more
complex plants would be possible, this would end up
upsetting the balance between technical feasibility and
economic reasonableness that must be at the basis of any
project that can be dened and be sustainable. "The very
data collected by the industry," adds the engineer, "shows
that the growth curve of water reuse in paper mills is now
attening out. However, we are working on improving the
quality of the efuent, which remains one of the objectives
of the sector.

A Shared Path

From the analysis phase to after-sales service, including
design, system implementation, and installation, the work
of Cannon Artes' experts in the paper mill is complex.
The rst stage of the approach consists of analysis, which
is essential to know the characteristics of incoming and
outgoing water. "We start with the characterization of the
water to be treated," Lucariello explains.
The data comes both from analyses carried out on-site
directly by Cannon Artes staff and from the collection of
analytical data from the paper mill. "From this
characterization, we go on to dene, together with the
owners, the objectives to be achieved about both the
water used in the production process and the water that
will serve the utilities, as well as the quality of the surplus
water that will be eliminated. For each type, we study the
various treatment steps and, based on this design, we
formulate our technical and economic proposal".
On the subject of technology, he adds, "we can provide
360 degrees of water treatment - process and waste addressing paper mills as a single interlocutor," a muchappreciated advantage. An important part of Cannon
Artes' technical work is carried out on existing plants.
"It is often the case that we are called upon to work on
existing plants, so revamps and upgrades are an
interesting part of our activities. These are complicated
projects, in which there are often many factors and
limitations that need to be managed, constraints, limited
space, structures that cannot be modied, etc.
This type of work requires a strong sense of purpose. This
type of intervention requires a strong "problem solving"
ability, which we have acquired through experience".

A Connection That Goes Beyond
Sales

Although paper mills are very knowledgeable about the
use of water resources, the support work carried out in the
initial stages of a project also serves to suggest ad hoc
solutions that are sometimes overlooked.
"Our strength is and must be to provide a process that
improves the existing situation in many ways.
This also means being available for the mill's future needs,
which are less related to the immediacy of the problems
inherent in the current project than to subsequent
management over time. In terms of plant maintenance, for
example, paper manufacturers generally have their inhouse personnel. Cannon Artes, however, provides a plant
supervision service."
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THE DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

IN A FOOD FACTORY
The transformation of the production process involves a
cross-range of markets, one of the most active is certainly the
food industry. In the food sector, digital applications may
prove decisive to resolve bottlenecks, increase production
performance, improve collection and management of data for
decision-making purposes.
The player of our story is an international company
specializing in the production and distribution of food
products, speciﬁcally soups, sauces, broths,
condiments, desserts, and ready meals.
The company has started a digital transformation
process that involves all the lines of the production
plant, located in Italy, also integrating auxiliary and
utility services.
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The main goal of the company is to digitalize the entire
plant making the information usable at various
company levels, top management, quality assurance,
production, maintenance, integrating a preventive
analysis system, reducing costs, mitigating errors, and
making operational improvements, which allow the
factory to meet the daily needs.

The Solution
Thanks to Automata's global solution, a perfect
combination of hardware and software, was possible to
create a seamless integration among the factory
management system, the production lines, quality
control assurance, maintenance, auxiliary, and utility
area. The areas subject to digitization are:
• Special line: dedicated to the production of
customized products.
• Retail line: intended for the production of standard
products.
• Doypack line: dedicated to the production of ready
meal products.
• Auxiliary services area: they include steam
generators, osmosis, and water puriﬁcation plant,
evaporation tower, and the conveyor belt area.
• Utility area: control and management of corporate
consumption, especially water, electricity, and gas.
Let's analyze the process ﬂow:
1. The Customer manages all the information relating to
production planning and product information
through a management system developed by
Automata and integrated on the company server.
2. The management system interfaces with the
production area through Automata's operator panel,
which plays the role of gateway and communicates
the production orders. Once the order is received, the
panel assigns it to the different machines of the line.
By interfacing with the PCL of each machine, it
transfers the recipe to be loaded on the machine and
collects in real-time the production data, process
data, KPI data, operators log, and equipment's status.
In particular, the system records data about
equipment failures, idling and minor stops.
3. Totem I 4.0, located in the production area, displaying
with dedicated dashboards all the information at the
level of the area lines, as well as for the auxiliary and
utility services.

4. During the production, activities are carried out on all
stages of the line, creating online reports. During
these phases, the operator, on board the machine,
will have to ﬁll up the test report which, once
completed, will be stored in the central database with
all the other information collected for each product
code and each production batch.
5. All the information, available on the company server,
can be displayed on dedicated and customized
dashboards.
The data collected is a key element they play a strategic
role for the different company areas:
• Top Management: the use of main KPI about
production capacity
• Efﬁciency indicators: primary for the tacticalstrategic activities managed at the executive level
(OEE, FTE)
• Machine KPIs: meaningful for the quality,
maintenance, and production area
• Process indicators: strategic for quality controls
(temperature, pH, % of salt, weights, and many
others).

The Beneﬁts
The solution developed by Cannon Automata
guarantees to the customer several advantages:
• Control and management of the entire production
process, auxiliary and utility services of the energy area
• Increase of production performance
• Increase of production ﬂexibility
• Product and process quality improvement
• Reduction of waste and rework
• Collection, historicization, and KPI calculation
• Usability of information at different company levels
• The project beneﬁted from Industry 4.0 advantages.
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CANNON LEGOS:

1+1=3
BORN IN 2019, CANNON LEGOS PROVIDES
UNIQUE SERVICES TO THE GROUP AND
TO THE MARKET, WITHOUT CUTTING A
SINGLE PIECE OF STEEL ON ITS OWN.
WE HEAR FROM MONICA GROSSO, SALES
& MARKETING MANAGER, HOW THIS CAN
HAPPEN.
CANNON NEWS: Hallo Monica, rst of all why the name
Legos for this new Cannon Company?
Monica Grosso: The name Legos derives from ancient
Greek, meaning “link, connection, joint”.
And this is the role of Legos inside the Cannon Group: we
are the Integrators – of machines, equipment and full
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lines, produced by sister companies or by third parties –
that must be installed and completed with all ancillaries
as steel structures, piping, electric interconnections,
utilities, civil works, centralized automation system, as
Turn-key supply inside Customer's production facility, both
in Polymers and Energy sectors.

CN: Which is your Company's background?
MG: Cannon Legos inherited personnel, assets and clients
portfolio from Bono Sistemi, the engineering Company
that developed for more than thirty years large cogeneration thermal plants and a number of
environmentally-friendly projects that Cannon installed
around the World.
With a new focus, management and targets the new
engineering company Cannon Legos has the capability to
provide customised solutions, according to the
requirement of each application, providing design and
construction complying to applicable rules ranging from
ASME, EN, according to the specic geographical area.
A wide range of different applications is covered, from the
foaming plants for domestic and commercial refrigerators,
insulation panels, to the production of giant blades for
wind power, from furniture and mattresses to water
heaters and automotive components.
With more than 100 plants located all over the World,
Legos offers to its Customers a wide and specialised
knowledge of processes and raw chemicals handling.
CN: Can you give us some example of projects?
MG: Legos' expertise has grown in the last ten years with
several outstanding jobs, many of them related to the
industrial conversions required to comply with the
Montreal Protocol for the elimination of Ozone-depleting
chemicals and with the Kyoto Protocol, trying to reduce
the gaseous emissions causing the Global Climate Change
effect. Among them, the conversion of existing Electrolux
refrigerator foaming lines in Juarez, Mexico to the use of
Pentane blowing agent stands out, where Legos was the
leading company in charge for the whole engineering
development of the project, supported by other ve
Cannon Companies.
Legos integrated a new Pentane-rated door foaming line,
new dosing machines and new Pentane storage system,
into the existing cabinet and freezer foam lines, that were

to be upgraded and retrotted for the use of Pentane in
place of HFC 245fa.
A worksite where more than 60 employees and
contractors were involved for 6 months, holding the full
responsibility for the whole job, nothing excluded.
Specically talking of Polyurethane applications, Legos is
specialised in the supply of raw chemicals storage,
blending, mixing and distribution system to foaming lines,
with a special focus to blowing agents as HFO, Pentane
and R600. Upgrading and retrotting existing equipment
for the phasing-out of banned blowing agents, with the
aim to improve energy efciency and automatization of
obsolete plants, is a specic area where Legos has
acquired wide knowledge and competence to provide
tailored solutions.
In the eld of Energy, we would like to highlight a project
in the eld of production of Biodiesel from pulp production
waste in Sweden, where Cannon Legos has supplied a
thermal oil plant, integrating an Hot Oil Heater,
manufactured by Bono Energia, with a specially-designed
burner for waste liquid and off gasses combustion, along
with a scrubber, hot oil pipelines, tanks and pumps.
The turn-key supply was completed with mechanical and
electrical installation on site, up to the commissioning.
CN: What's next in your logbook?
MG: The future of Cannon Legos is to support the Cannon
Group in the making of complex turn-key installations,
enlarging their product portfolio from single machines or
lines to complete and integrated plants, with new
centralised controls and automation, auxiliary services
and safeties.
Thanks to our staff's interdisciplinary skills and exibility
in adapting our know-how to a different level of
technology we can reach targets that only one or even two
of our sister Companies could not aim at.
With Legos 1+1 can make 3, at Cannon!
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Global Presence,
Local
Competence
SHARING KNOWLEDGE:
PU Seminars @ Cannon USA
Andrea Bartolini, Director of Technology of
Cannon USA, took part in three different courses
of the Center for the Polyurethanes Industry as
an expert of Polyurethane and Composites.
Cannon, with Andrea Bartolini, taught two courses of the
Polyurethane Professional Development Program (PDP),
which took place from May 4th to June 15th, 2021.
The PDP is organized by the Center for the Polyurethanes
Industry (CPI) of the American Chemistry Council and
consists of educational and training courses that provide
unmatched opportunities for participants to increase
their knowledge of the Polyurethane industry.

CPI is the Center for the Polyurethanes Industry of the
American Chemistry Council, whose mission is to
promote the growth of the North American
Polyurethanes industry, advocating for science-based
research of sustainable PU, fostering product health and
safety, and supporting outreach and education.

Held by industry experts, the Polyurethane PDP is aimed
at both industry newcomers and veterans, with the target
of keeping industry professionals on top of the latest
standards, trends, and developments.
Speci ically, Andrea Bartolini intervened as an instructor
in the following courses:
• PU 105: Introduction to Polyurethane Processing &
Equipment Part 1 and 2
• PU 106: Introduction to Composites facing all the
aspects related to Polyurethane metering machines
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and mixing heads, Electrical control of the equipment,
Plant Design, Composite materials and manufacturing
process and equipment, Recycling and Circular
Economy.

“The Center for the Polyurethanes Industry (CPI) of the
American Chemistry Council (ACC) promotes development
professional programs welcoming any industry members
who want to expand their expertise and knowledge about
some of the most important aspects of our business:
components, processes, testing, chemistry, industries,
including composites.
In-person classes and online webinars take place multiple
times per year and see the participation of professionals
from all over the world.” said Andrea Bartolini, and
concluded “I represent Cannon co-teaching two courses,
one with a raw material supplier and the other one with a
competitor.
The opportunity for myself and for Cannon is represented
by the exposure to hundreds of individuals worldwide; this
is important to start professional relationships with
technical follow-ups after each course is terminated in
order to con irm Cannon's legacy as a source of precious
information for organizations that might or might not
become Cannon's clients in the future. ”

Cannon Viking,
Building for Future
CANNON VIKING ARE DELIGHTED TO ANNOUNCE
THE EXPANSION OF THE COMPANY WITH THE
OPENING OF A SECOND MANUFACTURING
FACILITY IN MANCHESTER, UK.
The factory, which is ideally located
within the same industrial estate as
the existing Cannon Viking factory,
has been recently renovated and
developed into a state-of-the-art
manufacturing facility capable of
handling projects of all sizes.
The new facility has helped create
many new jobs and roles within the
Cannon Viking family at the time full
of uncertainty within the
manufacturing industry.
Over many years, Cannon Viking have
been building towards developing a
strong long-term future for the
business and it is thanks to hard work
and desire from everyone involved
that it has been able to commit to a
second manufacturing facility.
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However, a special thanks is reserved
for all Cannon Viking customers as
none of this would have been possible
without the continued support from
Cannon Viking partners around the
world. Despite what has been a very
difcult year for many within the
Polyurethane industry it has not
stopped clients investing in Cannon
Viking made equipment.
In particular, last year has seen the
dramatic rise in the cost of the raw
materials leading to many customers
looking for newer and more efcient
ways of producing foam, which has
led to many turning to Cannon Viking
for the very latest developments and
technologies within the foam
production industry.

This demand has led to a substantial
increase in orders for new machines
and machine upgrades as customers
look to maximise the efciencies
within their foaming production.
Cannon Viking have worked hard
throughout the last 18 months in
keeping up with the rigors of
manufacturing and have
implemented a day and night shift in
order to keep orders and deliveries on
schedule.
The opening of the second facility will
not only help keep up with the
demand of manufacturing but also
will help increase the speed of
production and allow Cannon Viking
to reduce the length of delivery.

Visit our website

cannon.com

